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A computer program for calculation of re-
liability and availability of systems is described. i 
The program is written in B6700 ALGOL-
The program can be used for reliability analy-
sis of both mechanical, electric and electron ic sys-
tems, also systems containing standby units. 
The description consists of a sumnar;. olock 
diagrams and complete listings of the four -< i-sions 
of the program in addition to examples of i-iput and 
output. 
There are four versions of the p-o^raT. with 
different distribution functions for the * iaes to 
failure and repairtimes. Two of the ver. -icr s use 
variance reduction - importance sampling •• and the 
others, direct simulation. 
The basic theories and concepts are outlined 
in an appendix. 
Available on request fro« the Library of the Danish 
Atovic Energy Coaaission (AtomenergiIcoaaiaeionena 
Bibliotek), Ris«, Roskilde. Denaark. 
Telephone 1 (03) 35 51 01, eit. 334, telex« 507?. 
Abstract to 





2.2 Flow charts 
2.3 Program listing 
3. INPUT AND OUTPUT 
**. EXPERIENCE 
H.1 General 
H.2 Version 1 
4.3 Version 2 
H.H Version 3 
H.5 Version H 
H . 6 Future work. 
APPENDIX 
A1 Definitions of reliability and availability 
A2 Generation of random periods by the Monte Carlo 
technique 
A3 Direct simulation 
AH Importance sampling 
AH.1 Weighting factor for units without standby . 
AH.2 Weighting factor for standby units 
AH.3 Weighting factor for time independent 
failures 
A4.H Weighting factor for units with gamma- or 
exponentially distributed times to repair 
(version 1) 
AH.5 Weighting factor for units witr a single 
standby unit and times to repair with a 
gamma- or exponential distribution (program 
version 1) 
AH.6 Standard deviation of the result in version 
1 and 3 • 






The Monte Carlo method is generally accepted as a very power-
full tool for calculation of reliability of systems, due to its 
versatility and - in particular for large complicated systems - rela-
tive short computation time if used in connection with a technique 
for reduction of the variance of the result, like importance sam-
pling. 
A litterature survey was carried out in order to find a de-
scription of an appropriate Monte Carlo program. Only one program 
of this type was found (ref.7)« The name of this is SAFTE and it 
was developed by Holmes and Narver, Inc., Los Angelos. However, 
the SAFTE program as it appears in ref. 7 is not fully documented 
and is not able to account for standby-units. In the meantime two 
other Monte Carlo computer programs have been developed: The REMO 
code at Ispra, and the FBRR in Germany. The REMO code is able to 
account for standby-units and the FBRR is an implementation of 
SAFTE; none of these codes have yet been published. 
This report contains a description of a Monte Carlo computer 
program for reliability calculation, developed at the reactor en-
gineering department. The name of the program is RELY k, program 
no. 620, and there are four different versions of the program. Ver-
sion^ and 3 use importance sampling and version 2 and k direct 
simulation . In addition the program provides possibilities of 
applying different distribution functions,for the times cq failure 
and the times to repair. 
The computer program RELY k calculates both reliability and 
availability for any system including systems with standby-units 
and in addition, the standard deviations on both results. The 
program has been tested on a variety of systems and in all cases 




The program is written in B6?00 ALGOL and as already men-
tioned in the introduction four versions of the program have been 
worked out, version 1 through 4. 
The program is of the Monte Carlo type and its basic prin-
ciple of operation is very simple: 
The times to failure and to repair for each component are 
simulated - as for version 1 and 3 at increased failure rates 
- and it is analysed whether the system has failed at any time 
during the period considered or at the end of the period. This 
proces is then repeated a certain number of times (F) depending 
upon the required accuracy of the results. Then it is counted how 
many times the system has failed l) at least once during the per-
iod considered (FP), 2) at the end of the period (FE). From these 
figures, as for version 1 and 3 multiplied by weighting factors 
- the availability of the system at the end of the period considered 
FE FP 
and the reliability are found as •=— and rr- respectively. 
The program is based on the assumption that the condition of 
failure for the system to be analysed can be expressed by a boolean 
expression in terms of failures of a number of units.which fail 
independently with known failure rates. 
However, a proper definition of units and formulation of the 
failure conditions will also make it possible to analyse systems 
with socalled common mode failures, which is simultaneous failure 
of two or more units due to a common cause. 
Three different categories of units can be considered: 
1. Units which fail independently with time dependent 
probability like a pump for instance. 
2. Units which fail independently wiv,h time independent 
probability like an operator for instance. 
3« Units that function as standby's with either 50# ("two-
out-of-three") or 100# capacity per unit. In the lat-
ter case one or two standby' ; per unit can be con-
sidered. 
2,2 Flow charts 
Fig. 1 and 2 show the flow chart? for the two versions (3 
and 4) of the program, which are the most generally applicable. In ver 
sion 3 both the tines to failure and the times to repair are ex-
ponentially distributed (see section A2, item 1). In version 4 
the times to failure and repair are distrifcuted according to a 
Weibull distribution function (see section At, item 2). The flow 
charts for the two other versions of the program (1 and 2) are 
identical to those for version 3 and '+ respectively with following 
exceptions: 
Version 1: The times to repair for each unit can be 
distributed according to either a gamma or ex-
ponential distribution function (see section A2, 
item 3)- The weighting factors are calculated 
ar described in section A H.^, item Lt). 
Version 2: The times to failure and the times to repair are 
exponentially distributed (see section A2, item 
1). 
The variables used ir the flow charts are described in fig. 
if. 
The numbers on the flow charts en the right hand side of 
each block refer to the corresponding point ir the program listing 
in section 2.3-
2-3 Program listing 
The following pages contain complete listings of all of the 
four versions of the program. 
Reference points to the corresponding locations i:: th*? 
block diagrams for version 3 and ^ are shown in circles in. the; 
right hand side of the listings of version 3 and *t respectively. 
The constants used in the block diagrams are defined in the 
table on fig. 4. 
P 6 2 O / V 1 
REGIN COGENT ADMA-PRQGRA.1 NR 620/V1-RELY4S 
OEFINE 
»R0GRAHN5«620 
HEAuTEXT«<"PRJG»AM Nfl ft20'Vl 
riL5«lMP62o 
FIL4«0JTP*20 




















L 1 P L 2 P Y 1 P Y 2 P T 1 , P » 1 . P R 2 . S T 1 . S T 2 P P 2 1 « P 2 2 . V F 4 » L 3 P Y 3 . T 2 . T 3 . E P S P H 0 ) 
REAL ARRAf FH»YX( Ol NI »FStOlM] .Hul [ 0l2*N] »HN2tOl2«Nl »VF2t Ol 4] . vF3t Ol 4 3 » 
LH»CO:N]»FNYtOIMl,Pj,Sl,OP|tOll2].'FHtOIN-SBK,OI?«ND],TGI0lNl» 
VF»l[N-S*ll^>0l«»N0]«P?>S2.OP?tOI9lI 




XI»C *00 27R6203I 
R4NUT<t«X/?796?01 EN1 RANOOMI 
»R1CFDJRE FKT?.P!.DB1)I 
,REAL T2I 
REAL ARRAY Pl.QPICOll 
BEGll LLI»LL*1S 
')P|[ni«Y5l*Pir8l*Yl*PU2HYG2«Pltl2]»Y2*Plt31-L1»Piril> 





D P 1 £ 7 ] l » Y a i * < a i m - P ! t 7 ] > l 
0 P I t " l l » Y 6 l « ( P | [ T ] - P i H l ) | 




ENO nr ni 
PROCEDURE F?(r?,P2,0»2)l 
'EAL T2I 






END DF F2» 





P 2 t l ) l « l > 
» 2 I 2 1 i « 0 l 
»?t31t«OI 
»2£41l»0» 
L l l ' F H t a U l l 
Y1 I«YX[012 ] I 
Y2 l»YGt012 l l 
FDR 9 I«1 STEP I UNTIL 4 00 
S 2 t U H « 0 l 
T 2 I « 0 ; 
HOI«H0RIG> 
FQR T2l»T2 XHILE T2<T12 DD 
REGIN 
IF T?+H0>T12 THEN H0I«T12-T2 I 
0 IFFSYS(1»T2 .P2 ,H0 .FPS,S2 .F2»LAI1 ) I 
H i l l 
FNDI 
P 2 l l « P 2 U l l 
"?2 l»P2t2 )> 
» 2 E I M - 1 I 
D2E21I»0> 
B 2E3H«0» 




FDR 9 l « l STEP 1 UNTIL 4 11) 
S2[ ' j ] l«0> 
T 2 I « 0 J 
HOI»HDRIG> 
FOR T2l»T2 WHILE T2<T12 30 
RESIN 




P 2 l l i « P 2 [ l l ; 
°221 I«P2E2) I 
I F AIO»O THEN 
VF<1I«P21/P211 I 
IF »10«1 THEN 
•
lFKlt»P22/P221e 
ENO I F V F K I I 
REAL PROCEDERE V F S ( 8 1 3 . 0 1 4 ) 1 
I N T E G E R a n . a i a i 
RESIN 
IF AfB131"0 THEN 
VFSl«VFH£913»Sll41) 
IF A£013)" l THEN 
VFSl»VFH£U13»314+ND]l 
ENO 3F VTSl 




» m i i « i i - 6 -
Pi t 21»«0« 
" U 3 ] : « 0 I 
B i r « i i « o i 
» l t 5 ] « « O I 
P l t 6 ] l « 0 l 
p i t n i ' O i 
B Jt81>«OI 
» l [ 9 ) l . 0 l 
B l l l O ) l « 0 > 
P l C M l i ' O I 
" l t l ? J l « 0 ! 
UI«FMtNRSRtG4-NtS)]> 
i 2 i » F H t a » i ; 
LL«»OJ 
r l l«TXtNRSB[04-N*S] l> 
v 2 i » Y x t o o > 
YGll»YGtNRS8t3»-N«S)»; 
YG2l«YGtO«l» 




FOR T2l»T2 NHILE T2<T3 DO 
»EG1«. 




FQR g i » l STEP 1 UNTIL 4 On 
V F 2 [ 8 ) l « P l t 8 ) > 
» 1 1 1 1 « • ! » 
PJI21««OI 
P l D l i ' O I 
P l t 4 ) > > 0 l 
PJI51«»OI 
P U 6 1 I « 0 > 
p i t n i « o i 
P 1 I 8 J I - O I 
P l t » ] l » O I 
P I I I O J I ' O « 
» 1 I 1 U I « 0 > 
P l l t » 3 l » 0 » 
L l l ' L N f lHRSBCa«-«n-S]]> 
L 2 i * L » r [ a « ] ; 









FDR T?l«f2 WHILE T2<T3 DO 
»EGIN 
!F T?*HO>f3 TUEN HOI«T3-T?l 
M F F S Y S ( 1 2 » T 2 » P 1 . H 0 , E P S . S 1 » F 1 . L A B > « 
L A B : 
E'lOI 
FO» O I » l STEP 1 UNTIL • DO 
VF3C31KPU91I 
VF1l«VF2t1PJ/VF3fNP]» 
FNO OF VF1I 
»E»L PROCEDURE VS8CQ11»KilJ» 











]F AtNR5Bl811-N»SIl*0 AND A(011]»0 THEN IDI'DI 
IF AtNRS9[011-N*Sl3«l »NO »tOtl]»0 THEN !DI«II 
IF AtNRSBt011-N»Sl)"0 »NO ItOlllai THEN ID'»?I 
IF A(NRSB[QU-N»s]]al AND A10] 1 ]• ! THEN I0!»3I 
VSB«»VFHltOll»Kll»ID*ND]l 
END OF VSB» 
RE»L PROCEDURE RT(8]0)I 
INTEGER Ql0.1 
"EGIN 
IF YG10101«0 THEM 
RT l«-LN(R»N10HtX)J/YXt810]l 
IF YXI810)»0 THEN 
RT !»-LN<H»Nr)01(X)>/YBtO!0]-LN(R«NDOM(xn/rStaltni 
FND OF RTI 
SLTI0I«TINE(2)I 
RE»0<INP620»/»F0R BI»1 STEP I 
RE<O(INP620>/»F0R Ot»1 STEP 1 
RE«1)(INP620./.F0R Ol»l STEP 1 
» E » 0 ( I N P 6 2 0 . / » F D R O T » ] S T E P 1 U N T I L 
R E » O ( I N P 6 2 O . / » F 0 R 8««1 S T E P 1 U N T I L 
RE»D<INP62O,/. FOR BI«I STEP I UNTIL N DO LNYIG))! 




FDR Ll«l STEP 1 UNTIL N-SRK DO 
FHR 07««1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2*ND 00 
RFGIN 
IF «7 LEG NO 
THEN BEGIV T9I»87«T/NDS 
V F H [ L . 8 7 ] I « V F K 1 ( L . 0 . T 9 ) I 
FN!>< 
IF a7>ND THEN 
BEGIN 
T o ! s ( a r - N O > « T / N 0 i 
V F » [ L t B 7 ] l * V F K l C L t l > T 9 ) l 
END! 
FNfll 
FUR LI«N-S*I STFP I UNTIL N DO 
FUR 07l«l STEP 1 UNTIL 4*ND DO 
BEGIN 















IF 87>3<ND THEN 
REGIN 
Tv i» f07 -3*NO)*T /N0» 
"F l i tL»071 l«VF lCL» f l «T9)« 
FNO) 
E N U I 
K R I T E ( D U T P 6 2 0 » < " T I D « " . F 1 0 , 2 > » ( T I N F ( 2 ) - G L T I D ) / 6 0 ) I 




SIGHA1RI»0( - 8 -





* F I « D I 
riiR OlrN»l STEP t UNTIL N«» DO AC Ol >>OI 
FQP 8 i » l STEP 1 I I N T I I . f Do 
IF R»NDDH(<) GEU (1-FNYtflJ) THEN 
» i o + « i n « i s 
FOR 91*1 STEP 1 UNTIL ?«N DO HH2lo)«»?»TI 
»••Ol 
FflR 91.1 STEP 1 UNTIL »-S DO 
HNliall«-LN{RANDnH(X))/LNTtO); 
FQR ai«l STEP 1 UNTIL N-S DO 





• B ! VI «HM1 C "t*T ] I B I 'O I 
9HTNI«Mtl I 
FOP D:«N»1 STEP 1 UNTIL ?«M OD 
TF MH1I01<V THEN 
REGIN 




IF V>T THEN 
REGIM 
VtsTi 
« L I » H 
E N D I 
GI«O; 
T U R I ' l f 
IF aHIM LE9(?«N-SB<) THEM 
BEGIN 
M R I » O ; 
GU Tn P5) 
FNO» 




G l ' l l 
FNDI 
«IDS«Ol 
IF i » l AND 
4HIIN-S*HS>)]> HM1CONIN1 
THE* I R I ' I I 
IF G»l AND 
HHlCN-5»HS9]>1MlrO»IM-"l 
AND 
M M U N - S * H S H 1 < I M H O » ' I , I ] 
THEH NRI«2l 
IF u«l AND 
H*HN-5»HS>))<1M1fOHIN-N1 
THFH « | » l O > 





IF G«D AN3 
•HU9<1N-N1>H<M[NRSB[0»I»-?*N»S)) 
THEH NR>«5! 




I " (»«I IR NR»» THEN 
aE'>I» VDRIGI*«: 
VI»H'41[aHlN-N]»1.0! ' -<f; 
E N I ; 




I F NR«6 THEN 
REGIN »ORIGI»«» 
« :«HNl IOHlN-NH1.0P- '»» 
E4D> 
IF J > T » 1 . 1 » - 9 THEN GO TO P H 
" i : 
f i )» P!«l STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 
A [ » 1 I « 0 ! 
r,)» H is l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
IF rt«l[Hl<V 
1RCH12CH1<V AMD H H 2 C H « M 1 > \ M T M E " 
' ( H j l E i ; 
f.'lt 
IF 
At!l»l AND »C?J«, J




IF d«l THEN Y««l; 




TF JR«0 THEN J8I.1I 
F-J» 9:«1 STEP I UNTIL M-S8K OD 
»»ESTETRI«VAESTET8«VFS(0«0(>)« 
r3R »:«i|-S»I STFD l UNTIL N DO 
RE5IN 
53:»9: 
F.")R 9<>:«1 STE? 1 JNTIL S Ml 
TF p« NRSBC02J THEN 03l«ll 
'F J3«J THEN 
'AEiTETR«*VAEGTETB*WS«CP»llR)I 
FND» 
rl» 9:«I STEP 1 UNTIL « 00 
1EG1N 
TF tra*N)'l THEN 
'AEiiTETBI*»AEGTETB»FStO]/F»iT[9JI 





IF AF«1 THEN VRII'VAFGTETRI 
TFCMR>«1 OR NR»? OR NR«S O« NR«6) /IND TUR*I 
ME>4 
'ESIN 
E«ni - 10 -
IF KL«1 THEN tin TO P«.i 
F3R 9i«l STEP I UNTIL ?«N HO 
" M ? [ n ) : » n i i t o n 
i r HR«O o-f N S = 3 I R N " « I OR NR»5 THEN 




I F N R » 1 THEN 




(F •**•? THFN 
°*E5Iv 
•4-ma>HM-N)t«HMira ,HiN]-LN(RAND0M(Y>)/LNYtaHiN-Mis 
• *U : j « lM l !» r lM l I 0 ' l IM - M ) »RT(OHI^ -N ) ! 
Fn< n i«M* l STEP 1 UNTIL N»H DD A E •» 31 "O» 
r T> 0 :a l STEP t UNTIL » Dn 
IF KANDflHCX) '«E0 (1 -F^Y[0J ) THEN 
» t a » M J i « i ; 
F N T ; 
IF NR««i THf; 
U S I N 
•4iU'5fIM-V1l»-4Mlr«IR5R[(lHl«l-2»N*S])-LN(R«NpnH(x))/LNYt(>HTN->ll> 
- H U a x l N l l . H M l f a M I N - N J t R n a M l N - N ) ! 
"O' 3 I«N*1 STEP 1 JNTIL N*» DD A t q ] : » 0 ! 
FOR 91«1 STEP 1 UNTIL » 0(1 
IF rta^oo^io <.EU n - r , mai> THEN 
tC9»N) l« l> 
F N T ; 
I F K L * 0 THE I 
SO TO PS' 
IF a« l 
THEN i)i»D»VAEGTETBI 
IF f»l THEM F.i»F»v31i 
IF Y«l THEN 
r?i»E?»i> 
IF d»l T"EN 
!>?I»JZ»1> 
TAELLFRI«TAELLF9MS 
SISK»lRI»SI ( iHi i IR»(Vr i l»»)« .?; 
SISM»!SI«S1G'1M5*0'AF(;TETR*»)»*?S 
TF T«ELltR<F AND 
MA>!T!D«60-TIMt(?l/60 > 15 TUEN 





»RITE(0uTPA2O»<»l)IVERSr IN»UT STOERRELSER">> I 
«RI IE1DUTP«?0.<»M«", . Jfi>,N)I 
*RITE(3UTP6?0.<"M«", . )8>.«) I 
•IRITE<(IUTPft?0.<"S."»J8>fS)! 
• IRI IECa. lTPtjO^-oiTAL STANOBYKOHLfOE KOMPONENTER«".JB>.SUK)» 
<HlTE<3UTf,s;'(>.<"A»irAL TIDSSTEP FnR VAEr,Tr»KTnn«",J«>,\iB)I 
H»ITE(1iJTP6?0.<"FEJLHYPPIGHEIlER I TJHER««(-1 )«>>! 
FJR 9I«1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
•tRITE(DUTP6?0.<"rH[».J'S,"]«",Fll.<i>.0.FHI01)l 
1HITE(nUTPs20.<"REP»'ATI0«lSHYPPlSrtEBE» I TI HrR«« ( - | ) " > ) ) 
1'1ITE((1UTP6JI).<"A) HEO EKSPONENTIEL F0RD£LI*GI">)> 
FOR D l « ! STEP 1 i lNlIL N 00 
*WEC0urP620.<»VXl".J5»"J.",ElI.«>,0.YXtQ])l 
#R1TE(0IITP*?0»<"R) <E0 G1MNA F0Rf»ELlN6l">) > 
FOR 0:O STEP 1 UNTIL w DD - 11 -
»RITE! OjTI>620.<"VGt".J5."1««.Eli.«>.0»YGt01>l 
«RITr(nuTP620.<"nRIFT5K0HP0NENT"»K5."STANDBYK0HPnNENT»>)l 
FOR O I » I STEP i U N T I L S OD 
»RITE(0uTP620 .<X« . I» .X17» I»> .NRSBt0J .N-S»e) l 
* R I T E ( 0 U T P 6 ? 0 . < " F E J L S A N D S Y N L I S H E D E R " > ) > 
FOR S l « l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
« R I T E ( 0 U T P 6 2 0 . < « F S t " » J 5 . " l « « . F l l . « > « » » N . F S I . l l l 
«RITE<0UTP620><«K0RRieEREDE F E J L H Y P P I 6 H E 0 E R ! " > > » 
FOR a i « l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
« R I T E < 0 J T P 6 2 0 . < » L t . Y t " . J 5 " l « " . E l l . » > . 0 . L N Y t O l ) l 
> I R I T E < 0 U T P 6 2 0 . < « K D R R I G E R E D E F E J L S A N D S Y N L I G M E O E R I " > ) I 
FOR 0««1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
KRITE<0uTP620.<"FNY[«.J5"J««.El l .«> .0»N.FNYt01>> 






*RITE(0UTP6?0.<»MAX KDERETID I MINUTTER«".J«>.NAXTID)I 
*RITEl[IUTP&?0.<»x«"»JB>»XORIG>l 
«RITE(0UTP620.<«RESULT»TERI«>)I 
NRITEC0UTP620X"«NT«L KOERTE KONTF CARLO FORSOE«»".JID>.TAELLER)I 
HRITEC0UTP620.<»FINGERET PAALICEL16MED»".E11.«>.(TAELLER-E?>/TAELLER) I 
»R1TEC0UTP620.<«FIN6ERET AVAILABILITY TIL TIDEN T«».Ell.4>. 
(TAELLER-D21/TAELLER)« 
»R1TE(0UTP620.<»PAALIDELIGHEDEN AF SYSTEMET ER LIG NFD*>FlSil2>>R)l 
•RITE(OUTP620><«STANDARDAFVISELSE PAA PAALIDELIGHEi)EN«".FlS.12>» 
SIGNA?R)I 
»RITE(0UTP620,<«AVAILA«ILITY TIL TIOSPUNKTET T ER LIG MED'.F IS. 12>,t) I 
»RITE<DUTP620.<"STAN0ARDAF¥IGELSE PAA AVAILABILITY««,X»,F15.12>. 
SI6MA2S)! 
*RlTE(DuTP620.<«iiED »5 PROCENT KONFIPENS ER SYSTEMETS FEJLSANDSYNLIGMEO 
"»I 
PRITE (0UTP620»<«L!6 MED "» Eli.»."PLUS »INUS". Eli.»>.I«R.2» 
SIGHA2R)! 
EDO OF P»20» 
EDDI 
ENDI 




P 6 2 O I V ? 
»ESIN CONSENT AD'A'PROGRAM NR »20/V2-RELY«! 
DEFINE 1 
PR3GRA<INQ>620 t» 




I INCLUDE "SA/M1/START" 
»PQP LIST 2 
BEGIN 









REAL ARRAY FH.RHfOl NI.FStOIHl.HH1(Ol2«N1iHM2rOl?»N]I 




<I"C tIO 27962031 
RAN(nNI»X/2796201 EN'l RAN00"« 
GLTiai»TlHE{2)« 
REA0IINP*20./«Fn» ai«l STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 FHl&l)| 
REA|)(INP620./»F0R 9t»l STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 RH[01>» 
REAl)(INP620./>F0R 9l*I STEP » UNTIL S DO NRSRtO])! 




OI »O I 
T A E L L E R I ' O I 
P3: 
FOR 3I«N*1 STEP • JNTIL N*N 00 Al4ll*0l 
FOR 3I«1 STEP 1 UNTIL H 00 
IF RAN»0><<X) GEO (l-FSIBl) THEN 
AI3+N1I>1S 
FrH 31«! STEP 1 UNTIL 2»N 00 »*?tall*?«TI 
TI»JI 
FOR 1 i « I STEP 1 U N T I I N-S 00 
1NlCal :a-LN(RAN0n>l (X) ) /FHI0] l 
FOR ai«t STEP i UNTIL N-S oa 
••NliatNll'IHKai-LNCRANOQKCXn/RHCS]) 





P ] l VHHM1INM1S B l ' O I 
BNHI«N»1» 
FI)R 3 I«N*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2»N 00 
I F « u j ] < » THEN 
*E3IN 
( I M « | [ H I 
T H I j : = 3 l 
E-n; 
<L:= I I 
IF i/>T THEN 
HESIN 
V IsT I 
< L I » I ! 
E O ! 
S !«J I 
r j R i » i » 
IF JNIN LEB(2*N-S9<) THEN 
«ESIN 
NRI»0( 
".0 T I »5 ! 
FNDJ 




S : » i ; 
EN3S 
MR!=r,; 
!F å» l AND 
H N 1 [ N - 5 » H S B ] > HNl tau lN l 
THEN MRI=I> 





IF j«1 AN3 
HHl[N-S«-HSB)<HNlr3HIV-N] 
THE< NRI»3I 




THE') < * ! • * ( 
IF 3«)) AN) 






t r NR*1 IH N*«? THEN 
I E ' I I N 71RlGI«VI 
» l « i N l t a ' < l N - N l » l . O » - R I 
FN!)I 
IF a>s THEN 
3E3IN 
' a R i i i * v i 
V I» iN | [NRSBC8HIN-2«N«Sl ] *1 .0» -B I 
fNDI 
IF O « * THEN 
'ES 11 ' /0RIGI»V! 
V I«HNl taH lN-NJ -H .n» -1 l 
t N H 
IF ; > T»1.0S>"» THEN GO To PTl 
»51 
r l R » l < | STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 
• I P J I . O « 
r3R H l . I STEP 1 HNTlL » DO 
IF HHUH!<V 
• H I i»1 « 
11«JS - I t -
{ A [ l l » l *^ lO At2]»1 } INPUT: System f a i l u r e c o n d i t i o n s 
^THE'4 H u l l J 
TF a«i H E N r i « n 
»7: 




GO TO » 5 ! 
ENOI 
IF KL«1 HEN SO TO I'M 
FOR 31 .1 STEP 1 UNTIL ?«N nO 
H « 2 t a 1 l » H ' M t a l ! 
IF NR«0 OR NH=3 1H NR»« OR NR*5 THEN 
»ESIN 
•<HlC3' ' lN-N) l«HXlr9«I , l ] -LN{R»l lO0H(») ) /FHtO l «IN- l l ] l 
HNH3NIN]l«HHltQMlN-N]-LN(RANOOil(v>)/RHtO>'IN-N]l 
END) 





IF NR«? THEN 
REGIN 
HHl[8MlN-N]l»N>«ltQ'"lN]-LN<RAN!)UM<!0)/FHtei«IN-N]» 
H«l |9HIN] |*HMiraMlN-NJ-LN<RAN00M(x)) /RHtO»IN«Nl» 
FOR 9I«N»1 STEP 1 UNTIL H*» Ofl « [ 0 ) l « O I 
FOR a t - 1 STEP 1 UNTIL X DO 
IF R«N0O*<X> GEO ( 1 - F 5 I 9 I ) THEN 
> | ] < v l l ' l < 
ENDI 
IF < » « * THEN 
RESIN 
H«l [3XIN-N]t«HNlCNRS>l[0NlN-?«NtSl l -LN(R«N00M(l ( ) ) /FHI0mi( -N] ; 
HNItSHlN]'»HNllOMlN-N]-LN{R»NOOH(X))/RH[OMlN»NU 
FOS 3 t>M«l STEP 1 JNT1L N»X DO A t O l l ' O I 
FOR 3 t » l STEP 1 UNTIL » 00 
IF A1ND34(X) GEO ( l - F S ( Q l ) THEN 
A O * N ) l ' l > 
F N O ; 
»61 
IF KL«0 THEN 
5 0 TO » 1 ! 
IF *)•) 
THE") DI«OM> 
IF Y»l THEN E l " E * l > 
TkEUERI»UELl.ER*l» 
IF TAEi.LFR<F »NO 
» A X T I I ! « 6 0 - T | H E ( ? 1 / 6 D > 15 THEN 
SO TO »3) 
» I » ( T A E L L E R - E > / T A E L L F R > 
G 1 I « ( T A E L I E R - 3 > / T A E L L E R » 
*RITE(1UTP6?0.<"nIVE»SF INPUT STOFRRFLSER">)I 
* R I T E ( 0 U T P 6 ? 0 . < " N « " » J B > . N ) I 
WRITE(DJTP6?0»<"M«",Jei>,H)l 
fRITE(DUTP»?0»<"5«".je>.S)l 
» R I T E ( O J T P » ? 0 » « " » N T » L S T A N D B Y K O D L F D E Kf)HPONENTER»"»JR>»SBIl)» 
*RirE(0UTP6?0.<"FEJLHYPPIGHfPER I TIMfR,,(-1)»>)) 
FOR Bi- i STEP I UNTIL N OD 
«RITE(0UTP6?0»<"FH["»J5»"]»".EJi .<l»iB»FHrQ))( 
HRITE(0JTP6?O.<"REP»RATI0NSMrPPlGHE0ER I T T N F R « » ( . | ) « > ) ; 
FOR B I » I STEP I UNTIL N no 
4RITE(1 jTP620>< > BHC*>J5«* ]«*>El ) . *>>0«RH(Q]> l 
<"*ITE(3jT<>6?0.<»nRlFTSI'0''PnNENT».x5»-STANDBY«r>HPn«ENT">)> " ^ ' 
FOR 3 : » l STEP 1 UNTIL S 09 
» R i r r < n u r P 4 ? o . o ( « > i « . x i 7 . i « > , N R S B r o ] . N - s * c ) i 
rfRITE(0UT',620.<-rEJLSANDSYNLIGHtnFR">)l 
FOR 3««1 STEP I UNTIL • 00 
* R i r E O u T P 6 2 0 » < " F S C " > J i , " ) « « . E l l . « > . 0 * l ( » F S [ B 1 ) l 
« R I T E O U T P 6 ? O . < - T « * . F I ? . ? , » T I » E R » > . T ) ; 
I ' R I T E ( 0 U T P 6 ? 0 . < " F « , . J 1 0 > . F ) » 
*RlrE(aUTP6?0i<"«AX K0FRET10 I NlNJTTER>".JB>.NAXTIO)l 
» R I T E ( 0 U T P * ? 0 « < » X » " » J B > > X 0 R I 6 ) 1 
«RirF(3UTP620»<"p£SULTATERI">)» 
«RITE(OJTP6?0.<"åNTAL »OERTE "ONTF CARLO FDRSPEG*'«J10>.TAELLER)I 
«RITEC3UTPS?0»<"PAALIDFLIGHEDE« AF SYSrf»ET ER LIG MF0"pFlS.|2>.R)| 
»RITEI3UTp620f<"STAN0ARDAFVIGELSE P*A PAALlOFLIGHfOEN««.F15.1J>. 
SORT(R*(l-R)/T»ELl.ER))l 
« R I T E < 3 J T P 6 ? 0 . < * A V A I L A B I L ! T Y TIL TIDSPUNItTFT T ER LIG NED'.F!5, 1 ?>,S1 >I 
• R I T E ( 3 U T P 6 ? 0 > < B S T A N Q A R D A F V I G E L S E PAA AVAILARILITY*'>XéiFlStl?>> 
Scm<Gl.(l-Gl)/T«ELLFR))> 








P t ? O / V 1 
REGIS COMMENT AO»A-PRQGRAM NB 620/V2-RELY4« (?) 
IfFISE 1 
PRQGRASsr)*il20 *• 




» INCLUDE "SA/141/START" 
»POP LIST 2 
»IMCLUOF "SA/1071/1" 
«PnP LIST 3 
RESIS 
INTEGER S'M«F.X.TAELLEB.Q.C.P.aMI>J>H»L.Y>8. XORIG.S.G.HSB. SBK.TllR.NR. 3 
<ll»E2iD2>NU»MFR1 •NU'<>IER?>MINNR>PS>Q14>K1«>K1^>eiS>HPS lgl6i017>Ki6>aiRi 
1)19. 




IrfTEGEB ARRAY A[niN»M],NRSRtOiSl.HNRrotSll » 
REGIS 
LABEL >'O.PS.P«.P7.Pn.PlO.P1l.Pl2.P|3.P14.P1S> 5 
REAL T.V.J.R.G1.VORIG.MAXT1D.VAEGTETR.E.O. VB1.T10.T11. 
SIGMAlB,SlGMAlG.SIGMA2R.SIGMA?G.STGMA3R.SIG>«A3G.HflRIr..T9. 
Ll»L?»Yl.Y2,Tl.PB|.PR2.STl.ST2. L3.Y3.T2.T3.EPS.HOI 
REAL ARRAY FH>RHt Ol Ni »FSt Ol Ml .HS1 r Ol 2»N] »HMJt Ol 2«Nl »VF2fOI1 21 • 
Y F 3 I O I I 2 ) . V F T l t o l 5 . 0 i » l 0 ] , v F T ? f , O l S . O ! n l l ) 1 . V F T 3 t O l S . 0 l N 0 J . 
V F T 4 t 0 I S > 0 ' » l 0 ] . V F T 5 t n i S . O ! N D l . V F T A t O I S . O I N D ] . V F T 7 r O I S . 0 I N D l . V F T B t O I S . 
0 l N D I » V F T 9 ( 0 I S . 0 l N D ] » L N Y t D I N ] . F N Y f 0 I M ] , 
v F T i o r A i s > o i N n ] > v F T i i r o i s > o i N n ] i V F T i 2 t D i s > o i i i n ] > 
R 1 . S 1 . D P l C 0 : 4 J . P 5 . S ? . D P ? t O i B ] . V F T f 0 I S . 0 l N n i . V F T 0 t n l S . O I N O ] . P 3 P F . P F Y . S 3 . 
D P 3 t n i A l > P F T H 0 i R S » O i N D ] . P F T , > [ l > I P S . 0 l N D ] . P F T 3 r o i P S . 0 I N D ] » 
P F T 4 t O l P S > O I N i ) l . P F T 5 r O l P S . O t s O ] . P F T 6 t O t P S » O S N 0 1 . P F T 7 r o t P S « O I » i D ] . 
BFTBCOIPS.OINDll 
REAL PROCEDURE R»NOOM(x)> 
INTEGER xi 
REGIS 
C l » X * 1 2 S I 6 
X I » C Mfln P 7 9 6 2 0 3 I 
BAND0»t»>X /?79»?01 END RANDOMI 
PROCEDURE F 2 ( T 2 , P 2 . I ) P ? ) ( ft 
RFAL T 2 I 
REAL ARRAY P2.0P?(01I 
REGIS 
L L I ' L L M I ft 
D P 2 M ) t « Y l « P 2 l 2 ) » Y 2 » P 2 t 3 n Y 3 « P 2 f « 1 - L 1 « P ? n 11 
r > P ? l 2 ) l « Y 2 » P 2 [ 5 I » Y 3 « P 2 I 6 l * l l » P 2 t l 1 - ( L 2 * Y I ) * P ? r 2 ) l 
0P2t3]l»Yl»P2[51-Y2»P2f31»Y3«P2f71l 
0P?[4JI»Y2»P2l7i»Yl«P?f61-Y3i>P2t»1> 
0 P 2 [ 5 ] l « Y 3 » P 2 ( f l U L 2 « P 2 r ? ] - ( L 3 » Y l t » 2 ) « P ? f ) l l 
DP2[6 ] I«Y2«P2C8 I - (Y3*YH*P? I61 I 
0P2t7 ) l«Y l»P2[S1- (Y2*Y3)«P?f711 
nP?C»ni«L3.P?l«jl . (Yl+Y?»Y!>«P?lfl1t 
ENB nr F?» 
PROCEDURE F H T 7 . P 1 . D P 1 ) « - 17 -
REAL T » l 
REAL ARRAY Pl.OPltOH 
REGIS LLI«LL»1» 
0 P J [ n i » Y 2 « P ! l 3 H Y I « P l t 2 I - L l » P J t n l 
0 P l ( ? ) t « Y 2 « P l t 4 ) » L I » P I t U - [ T l t L ? ) » R H 2 ] l 
0 P I [ 3 ] l « Y l * P U « ] - Y 2 * R l t 3 . l 
D P l [ 4 I t » L 2 * P H 2 ) - ( Y l « - Y : > l « P l t 4 1 ( 
END OF Fl> 






IF H«l THEN 
REGIS 
» I t n i ' l l 
p t r z i i ' D i 
Pi f 31l«( l l 
» l t * ] t » O I 
L l t *FHtSRSBIQ4-N+Sni 
L?l«FHfQ4] l 
LL I 'O t 
Yll»RKfNRSBfQ4-NtSm 
Y2t«RHt04]S 




FOR T?:«T2 WHILE T2<T3 DO 
REGIS 
IF TP*HO>T3 THFN H0l«T3-T?> 
0 I F F S Y S ( 4 . T 2 . P | . H 0 . E P S , S 1 . F 1 . L A 7 ) I 
LA7I 
EsD> 
FOR OI«l iTEP 1 UNTIL 4 
DO V F ? [ g ] l « P l [ Q ] l 
P l t l 1 < « l l 
P i f 2 1 l « 0 l 
P t f 3 1 I « 0 I 
° 1 t 4 1 l " 0 ! 
L | l«LNYtNRSBfaA-u*S] l l 
L2 l *LNYt04 ) l 
Y l l=RHfNRSBt94-NtS] l l 
Y2t»Rrttg4]I 
L L I O I 
FOR 8 I«1 STEP 1 I INTTL » 00 
S l f a l l ' O I 
T2H9; 
H 0 I - 1 0 R T G I 
FOR T2i»T2 H H I L E T 2 < T 3 DO 
REGIS 
IF T?*wO»T 3 THE'J H0l'T3-T?l 
O! FFSYS<0» T?.P1.H0iiEPl»Sl.F1 »LAB) I 
LAS) 
EsD; 
FOR 9 1 * 1 STEP 1 I INTTL 4 
00 Y F 3 t 0 1 l « P U 0 ] | 
ESDI 







p ? t n i « o i 








FOR OI»l STEP t I I N T I L * On 
5 ? t o i i « o : 
T2I«1» 
HOt'HORIS) 
FOR T2I«T2 KHILE T2<T3 00 
BEGIN 
IF T?»H0>T3 THEN H0l«T3-T?l 
D I F F 5 Y S ( 8 » T 2 . P ? > H 0 . E P S . S 2 . F 2 > L » 9 ) I 
LA9I 
ENOI 
FOR B l « l STEP 1 IINTIL R DO 
vr?ca**ii«p?ton 
p ? m i « i > 
P 2 t 2 U « 0 l 
P ? t 3 ) l « 0 l 
» ? I « 1 I « 0 I 
»?C5) I«0 I 
p ; ( 6 i i > o t 
p ? t n i » o i 
P?t81 l«0 i 





Y3 l»RHt0») l 
L L I ' O I 




FOR T2I«T2 HHILE T2<T3 DO 
BEGIN 




FOR 01«! STEP 1 UNTIL « 00 
VF3[4»'ll*P2tail 
END) 






TF H'<5 THEN 
Hl«l ELSE HI«2I 
VF1O10.T101I 
«Fm«vr2[ppi/»r3fHP]» 
END IF VFKI 
REAL PROCEDURE VSB(011>K11)> 




O D B R I « O I I I 






GI TD P9I 
tNDj 
9MI«aSPRI 
TF H=l THE 
BEGIN 
IF A t a l l J « 
AfNRSBtSll 
NRNKI«1I 




















IF A t O l l l 
THEN MPMK 
IF A f O l I 1 « 
THEN NRMKI 
IF A t O l l l « 
THEN NRHKI 






































O AMD AtNRSBt011-N*S]1»n 
«5 I 
O AMD AtMRS8f0l1-N«SJl«(l 
«6 I 
0 AMD AtNRSRtOH-N*S] l> l 
• 7 t 
1 AND AtNRSBtal1-N*S) l«n 
«B I 
0 AMD A[NRSBt811-N»Sl]«l 
«9 ) 
1 AMD AtNRSBt011-N*SlJ«0 
»101 
1 AND A[NRSBt811-N«S]J»1 
«lll 
1 AMD AtNRSBtail-m-SJJ«! 
121 
THEM 






ta i i -N*s»Kin 
THEN 
r o i i - N t s . K i i i 
THEN 
t 0 1 l - N + S » K l l l 
THEM 
t 0 1 1 - N * S . K l l ) 
THEN 
tOt1-N + S.X 1 1 1 
THEN 
t O t l - N » S . K l l l 
THEN 













PROCEDURE F3(T«,P3«DP3)I - 20 -
REAL T»> 
REAL ARRAY P3.0PlfOJ> 
BEGIN 
l ) P 3 I H I « Y l * P 3 [ ? U Y 2 * P 3 I 3 ] » r 3 « P 3 t 4 1 - ( L l « L » ) « P 3 f t l > « 
D P 3 t ? J I » L l « P 3 C l W Y 2 o P 3 t 5 ] » Y 3 « P 3 t « l - ( L 2 * L 3 * Y l l * P 3 t » ] l 
0 P 3 C 3 ) I . L 2 » P 3 t i n Y l * P 3 t S ) t Y 3 * P 3 t 7 T < Y 2 « L 1 * L 3 ) * P 3 t 3 ] l 
DP3CA] I .Y l *P3U) *Y2«P3t7 ) -CY3*L I *L2>*P3CA) l 
D P 3 l 5 ] l « L Z * P 3 l ? n L l * P 3 t 3 ] » Y 3 « P 3 m - ( Y ? * Y l U 3 ) « P 3 r s ) > 
l ) P 3 t 4 ] t . L 3 » P 3 t ? H L l » P 3 I « l * Y ? * P 3 t 8 1 - ( Y 3 * Y l « L 2 ) « P 3 f * ] » 
! » P 3 t 7 ] I . L 2 » P 3 I « l * L 3 * P 3 r 3 l * Y l « P 3 r 8 1 - ( Y 3 t Y ? » L l ) « P 3 r 7 ] l 
3 P 3 t ' ( ] I . L 3 » P 3 m » L 2 » P 3 t * H L l « P 3 I 7 T ( Y l * Y ? * Y 3 ) » P 3 r P » J ! 
END SF F3» 





LA9EL LA11.LA1?; * 
P 3 t l l l * l l 
P 3 t 2 ) l « 0 l 
P 3 t 3 1 l » 0 l 
P3 t« l l «0> 
P3I51I»0» 
» 3 f 6 l l « 0 l 
P3T71I«!)! 
P 3 t * l l « 0 l 
L n « F H t P S » ? * ( a i 5 - i ) * n i 









FOR T2I«T2 WHILE T2<T5 DO 
REGIN 
IF T2*M0>T5 THEN H0I«T5-T2I 7 
01FFSY5(R»T2PP3.H0.EPS.S3.F3«LA11)1 
LA1H 
E » D I 
FOR 3 I « 1 STEP 1 ' I N T I L R DU 7 
P F t a i i . P i u i i 
P 3 t l l l « l > 
P 3 r 2 U « 0 l 
P 3 I 3 ) I « O I 







»1 l»°HfPS«?*(<l15-1 >»1) J 
Y?I»0HfPS»?»O1S-l)»?l! 
Y3l»Rtt()15): 




FDR T 2 I . T 2 »HILE T2<T5 0 0 
REGIN 




FOR ai«i ST E P i U N T I L R on 
°FYla)s.P3ro)i 
END HF vFRI 






END OF PF<! 





TF At017)«0 AND AtPS»P*t0l7-l)»n«0 
THEN 
DSR»«PFTlt0l7.!(1(H; 
IF AtOI71<0 AND ACPS»2*(817-1>»1]«1 
THEN 
»si)i»PFT»lai7.inn]s 
IF Aral7)»0 AND »[PS»2«C017-1)M].D 
THEN 
BSRI»PFT1(317.K1AU 
IF Atai7i«l AND ArPS*?o<017-])*ll«n 
THEN 
BS»!«PFT»1017.<1R1I 
IF Ar317)=0 AND «tPS»2*(0| 7-1 )»1U1 
THEN 
»SBI*PFT5t0l7.Kl«)» 
IF AtB17l»l AND AtPS*2*tD17-l)*U«l 
THEN 
BS8I«PFT6[817.«1A|I 
TF AT317)*! AND ttPS»?«(8!7-1)*l1«0 
THEN 
PS8l"PFT7l8l7.l(lSl* 
TF AU171«! AND AtPS»2»( 81 7-1 ) • ! 1.1 
THEN 
B S B I » P F T l i t a i 7 . K U . ] ; 
END HF PSBS 
G L T I D l . T I " E ( 2 ) l 
REAJUNP620./ .F0R 8 I » 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO F H I B D I 
'EADUNPIS20./ .F0P 3 l « l STFP 1 UNTIL N DO RHtODI 
REAUONP620./.F0R O l» I STFP 1 UNTIL S DO NRSRfODI 
RE»DUNP620./ .FnR 8 I » 1 STFP 1 UNTIL » DO F S t O D I 
°E<.U(INP620./» FriR 8 1 ' t STFP 1 UNTIL N DD LNYCODI 
»EAD(INP(S20./. FOR 8 I«1 STFP 1 UNTIL M Dn FNYIODI 
READUNP620. / . HD.EPS.T.F.MAXTIO.X)( 
VDRI I i l 'X I 
HDRIGI'HDI 




















 22 _ 
FNBI 
FOR 3 6 1 « ! STEP 1 JNT I L S 01 
IF H N R I 9 6 J « ! THEN 





V F T 2 t 9 6 . 0 7 ] t « V F P U ? » 9 9 . T 9 > l 
V F T 3 t e 6 . 0 7 I I « V F K r 3 i 9 9 . T 9 ) l 
Y F T R t 9 6 . a 7 1 l * V F K ( a . 9 9 . T 9 ) I 
END) 
FOR 061«! STEP 1 UNTIL S 00 
IF HNRI86]«? TUEN 




VFT5 [ 9 6 » 9 7 1 l » V F i < ( 5 . 0 9 . T 9 ) ! 
VFT6 C B 6 . 9 7 1 l « V F i c ( 6 . 0 9 . T 9 ) I 
VFT7 [ 9 & » 8 7 ] l » V F l < ( 7 . 9 9 . T 9 ) ! 
VFTB [ 9 6 . 9 7 ] l « V F i f ( 8 » 0 9 . T 9 ) ) 
VFT9 C 9 A > 9 7 ] ! ' V F K ( 9 > 9 9 . T 9 ) ; 
W F T 1 0 r 9 & » 9 7 1 l « V F i ( ( 1 0 . 9 9 . T 9 ) ( 
V F T 1 ! [ 9 6 » 9 7 1 I = V F K C 1 1 . 9 9 » T 9 ) 1 
< I F T l ? t 9 6 . a 7 1 l « V F K U ? . 0 9 . T 9 ) I 
ENOI 
FOR 01«l»l STEP ( UNTIL PS 00 
FOR 0191'1 STEP 1 UNTIL NO 00 
REGIN 
T 9 I « 9 1 9 « T / N 0 i 
P F T l t 9 1 B » 9 ! 9 ] l » P F K ( 1 . 9 1 8 > T 9 ) l 
P F T 2 f 9 ! B » 9 l 9 ) I « P F K < ? i 9 1 f l . T 9 > ! 
P F T 3 I 9 1 B » 9 1 9 ] I . P F « ( 3 . 9 1 R . T 9 ) ) 
P F T « { 9 1 8 > 0 1 9 ] I « P F K U . 9 1 B . T 9 > I 
P F T 5 t 9 1 B > 9 1 9 ) l a P F K ( S . a i R p T 9 ) t 
P F T 6 t 9 l 8 . 9 l 9 ] t « P F K < 6 . 9 1 8 > T 9 > l 
P F T 7 f a i 9 p a i 9 1 l « P F K ( 7 . a l « . » T 9 ) > 
P F T a f 9 l B . O I 9 ] l = P F K ( B . 9 1 « . T 9 ) l 
EN!)I 
K R I T F ( O I ) T P 6 ? 0 . < " T I O « - P F 1 0 . ? > . ( T I M F ( 2 ) - G L T 
E l - O l 
T t "O« 
f ? l « O I 
0 ? l » O I 
TAELLER!«0> 






FnR 8I«N*1 STEP I UNTIL N*M 00 trOlKOl 
FOR 01«! STEP 1 UNTIL M 00 
IF RANOOHU) GFO (l-FN»t01) THE« 
*ra+Mi i « n 
FOR 9I«1 STFP 1 UNTIL ?*» 00 HH?C0ll«2«TI 
y i»o i 
FOR 91«PS*1 SIFP 1 UNTIL N-S 00 
H M U 8 1 l » - L N ( R A N 0 0 H ( X ) > / L N Y [ 8 1 l 
FOR 0I»PS*1 STFP 1 UNTIL N-S 00 
H M U 3 » N 1 l « H M I [ 0 ] - L N < P A N 0 n > i ( X ) ) / R M r 8 ) l 




IF HN1tNUH»ERll<UHltNU»»ER?) - 2} -
THEN 
*INNR:=N'JHHER1 
ELSE H I N N R I « N U > 1 H F R 2 | 
H > 4 H 9 ] 1 » H " M [ H I N N R ] - L N ( R A N O O ' < ( ) ' ) ) / L N Y ( a ) l 
HMI [ 3 t N ) l - H H U O ] - L N ( M « l ( 0 O H ( X ) ) / R H r a ) l 
ENOI 






3 > 4 t N t ' N < M I 
FOR O I * N * l STEP i U N T I L ?•>! Dn 
TF H < H 9 1 < t f THEN 
1 E S I N 
V I > H « l t a l > 
3 H I N 1 0 S 
ENOI 
K L I » O I 
I F V>T THEN 
R E S I N 
V I « T : 
K L K I I 
F N D I 
r, s*( j! 
TUR:«II 
I F iJHIN LE9 N * 3 « P S THEN 
GO TO P"il 
TF a M N L E 0 ( 2 » N - S B K ) TUEN 
REGIN 
N R I s Q I 
GO TO P 5 I 
ENOI 
FOR H l * l STEP I U N T I L S 0 0 
I F a M N * N R S R C H 1 » N 
THEN RFGIN 
H S 9 " H I 
r . i s i : 
E N O I 
N R I » O I 
I F G » l ANO 
H H H N - S * H S R J > H H 1 I 9 H I N 1 
THEN NR|«1I 
IF a=t ANO 




IF (i= 1 AND 
HHIIN-S»HSR]<HHlr9HlN-N] 
THEN NRI«3l 





IF £>0 »NO 
H M 1 [ 9 H l N - N ] > H < m » R S B [ 0 M I N - ? » N » S ] l 
THEi4 N R l s S l 
TF ( i«0 
AND 
H H H N R S R t O H I N - ? * N » S ) ) > H M 1 r O N l N ) 
THEN N R l - 6 1 
PS I 
FOR P l » I STEP I U N T I L M Of) 
A f P J I « O I 
i r H«trm<v - 21« -
rlRCHN?rHl<V »NO MN?tN»Nl>V)THEN 
' » t l ] » l AN3 <A(?)«1 O" » t 3 1 « D ) INPUT: System f a i l u r e c o n d i t i o n s '.J 
J
 © 
THFX BEGIN X . 
1 i . l l © * 
» F t ' t F t l l 
EN»» 
tF B ' l THEN Y l * l l * 
IF 8 « I ANDCAF«! nR KL»1> THEN fi|-
BEGIN 
VAEGTETBI«tl s 
9 B I » E N T I E R C V « N D / T » 0 . 5 ) : 
TF BB»0 THEN a i t . 1 > 
FOR 3 t « l STEP 1 'INTIL PS W1 
¥*EGTETR««»AEGT£TB«PS8f9»9Bll 
FOR 9 I«3«PSM STFP 1 UNTIL N-SBK >>0 
»rei» 
IF » t 0 1 « l THEN 7 
»«E6TETBt«V»tSTET8»( l -CRHt01»FHI0 l»E«P( - fFHt91*RHf0] ) •» ) ) / 
( F l K S W R H t a m / 
<l-{RHC91»LNYC81«EXP<-<LNYr01»RHC0l)«V))/ 
(LNyro i»RHto) ) )> 
IF AIOl 'O THEN 
V»EBTET8l»V*ESTETB»(RHI0J»FHt»]»FxP(-CFHf01»»Ht011*V>)/CFHf»]*RHr0]) / 
(RHta]»LMTt01*EXP(- (LHYt«1*RH[0) ) .V) )»(LNYCei*RHI0J)» 
ENDS 
FOR "J«N-S»1 STEP 1 UNTIL H M ' 
BEGIN 
33l«( l l 7 
FriR 9 2 l « l STEP 1 UNTIL S M 
TF P» NRSBtO?] TUEN 03l«ll 
TF «3»9 TUEN 
V»EGTETBt«YAESTETR*VSBCP.9«)l 
FNSI 
FDR 91 't STEP 1 ilNTlL * O D ' 
BESIN 
TF AtO»Nl«l THEN ? 
VAEGTETBI»V»EGTETB*FSt93/FNYt9lI 




'*' /-> * 
IF AF«1 TUEN VBli.VAEGTETRI '1«) 
IF K l « l TliEN GO TO P6I &• 
FOR 3 I«1 STEP t UNTIL ?*N fill > 
H N 2 ( 9 ] l > H H l [ 9 ] | f 1 * 
TF i)HIN LES N»3«PS THEN <fe, 
RES IN ^ 
FOR 9I»1 STEP 1 UNTIL PS OD 6 
B E S I N 
TF O » 9 N I N - N ' 
THEN 
REGI« 
NUHNERll«PS»2«(9- t )+ l l » 
NUNNER2t«PS*2»<9-t ) • ? ! 
ENOI 





TF r"5*?»<3-l>»?«9MlN-N THEN - 25 -
BEGIN 
•4UMMF- , 1*91 
NJNMER?1*PS+2*(9- t ) * l l 





HHUaMINH>HMl[9MlN-N]-LN( RANDOM! X)) /RH[I )MIN-N) I 
EN9> 
F[)R 0:«1 STEP 1 UNTIL M Dn 
TF RANDtlH(X) GE9 (1 -FNYI91 ) THEN 
« [ Q * N J I « 1 I 
r.n TO P6» 
END; 
IF NR'O IR NR = 3 r|R NRM OR N»»5 THEN 




TF NR=! THEN 
B F 3 I N 
HHU9* IN-N] l=HHHN-S»HSB] -LN(BAN0nMm>/ l NYIOMIN-N]! 
HMUOMIN]l»HNltONlN-X]-LN{RANDOM(x))/RHtOMIN-N]( 
ENS; 





IF NR»6 THEN 
B E S I N 
HNlt! )HIN-N) l«HHlrNRSS(9!( lN-?*N*S] l -LN(RANnaN(X)) /LNYr9HTN-NI I 
HMH9MIN]l»HHl[9MlN-NJ-LN{PAN00M(x>)/RHtOHIN-N]l 
ENOI 
FDR 9I=N»1 STEP 1 UNTIL N»N DO « [ R ] t * 0 » 
FOR 9 I«1 STEP 1 IIMTIL H OD 
TF RANOOHCX) GF9 <1-FNYT9]> THEN 
M 9 * N ] l c l l 
»ft! 
TF KL»0 THEN 
'.11 T I »Bl 
IF B»l 
THEN OI»O*VAE(>TETBI 
TF T«l THEN E!«E*V31I 
TF Y«l THEN 
F?l=E?»l l 
IF B»l THEN 
i ? i « n ? * i ) 
TAELLERI«TAELLER»II 
S I G M A 1 R I « S I G H A 1 R » ( V B 1 » Y ) « « ? I 
SIGMA1GI«SIGMA1G«(«AFGTETR«B>*«?I 
IF T«ELLE»<F ANO 
1AXTID«60"TIHE(?1/60 > 15 THEN 
BI) TI P15I 









*RITE<OUTP620»<"ANTAL STANDBYKOBLFDE KOHPnNENTFR«".JB>»SBK)l 
WRITE(0UTP620«<"ANTAL TIDSSTEP FOR VAEGTFAKTflB«".J8>,N0)I 
«RITE([1UTP620»<"FEJLHYPPIGHE0ER I TI"ER«*(-1 )">)! 
FDR tl>l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO - ?c . 
«IRirE(0UTP620.<«rHt".J5."]«"«Ell.»>»8»FHt8])l 
*RlTE(OUTP6?0.<"»EPAR»TlBNSHYPPlGHEDEfi I TI*FR««C-1)">)I 
FOR 1l«l STEP I UNTIL N Oil 
*RlrE(DJT>'620.<"nmfTSKOMPONENT".x5."ST»NORYKOMPONE»lT">)( 
rDR 31»l STEP 1 UNTIL S Do 
J P I T E f O U ' P & ' O . M A . I A . X l / . I O . N R S B t S l . N - S ^ O ) . 
URITECOjrP^O.OFEJLSANOSYNLIGBEDER"^« 
FOR O I » \ STE0 I UNTIL » oo 
1RITE(0UTP620.<»FS[" .J5 ." l«"»Cl l i»>»9*k l»FS[01)» 
*RITEC EIJTP62O.<"K0RRt GEREDE FEJLHYPPISHE0ERI">11 
FOR 3«" l STEP 1 UNTR N 00 
HRirE(OUTP620»<«LNY[".J5"l»"fEM.«>»0»LNT[0))l 
«RITEC0UTP620.»"KORRIGEREDE FEJLSANDSYNLIBHEnERI">>» 
f0R 9I»1 STED 1 UNTIL <• DO 
n*ITECauTP&?0.<"FNYt".J5"l»".EU.»>»0*N.FNYt81). 
K R I T E ( 0 U T P 6 2 0 . < " I N P U T TIL OIFFSYSl">)l 
( (RI f f (0JTP620.<»H0=".E11.4>.HDRlG) l 
»mTE<0UTP620.<"FPS = " . F U . < > i E P S ) l 
<IRITEtauTP6?0»<«LL»">J«>»LL)> 
4RITEC0UTP620.«"T«".F12.2,"TINER">.T>f 
<IRI TEC 0UTP620.<"«•»», J10>»F)( 
<IRITECDUTP620»<"MAX KUERETIO I MINUTTER«".J8>.mxTID)> 
nSITE(3uTP620«<"ye".J8>(XoRIG)l 
WRTTEC0UTP&2O»<"RESULT»TERI">)» 
*RITECOuTP620.«"ANTAL KDERTE MONTF CARLO F0RS0EG«"»J10>»TAELLER>» 
«RITE(0UTp629«<"FINaERET PAAL!DELll>HED«".El 1 .«>.CTAELLER-E?>/TAELLER)» 
(IRITECr)uTP620.<*FINSERFT AVAILABILITY TIL TIOEN T»"»E11.«>. 
CTAEILER-D2)/TAELLER>> 
dRITE(0UTP»20.<"PAALI0ELlGHEDEN «F SYSTEMET FR LIG NEO'.Fl«,. 12>»R)» 
»RI TECauTPS20»<"ST»NnARDAFVIGELSE P*» PAALTDEl IGHEDEN»>".F1S.12>. 
SISMA2R). 
«RITE(00TP620.<"»vAILA(iILITY TIL TIDSPUNKTET T EP LIS H E D " . F 1 5 . 1 2 > . G l ) I 
»IRITE(OUTP620.<»5T»Nn»ROAFVIGELSE PA» »VAtLABILITY»"»X6.F15. l2>. 
SIGHA2GW 
»JRITE(GUTP520»<«»ED »5 PROCENT KONFIDENS EP SYSTEMETS FEJLSANDSYNLIGMED 
WRITE (0UTP620,<«LIG *E0 ". Ell.»."PLUS MINUS". El 1 .»>. 1-R.2* 
SIG4A2*)! 
END HF »Hint 
END) 
EN3S 




P 6 2 0 / V * 
BEGIN CUIMfNT A0H4-PRUGRAH NR 620/VA-RELY«) O 
DEFINE i 
Prt06HAMNU=6?0 ,, 




* INCLUUE "SA/Ml/STANT" 
$POP LIST 2 
BEGIN 





INTEGER ANRAV At0!N»H1.NHS1I0!S]I « 
RESIN 
LABEL P1.P».P3,P«.P5.P6.P7. 5 
REAL T.V.U.R.G.VORlG.HAXTIDJ 
REAL ARRAY MF.MR.KF.KKCOINI.FSIOIM..HrilC0:2*N}< HM2[0l2»N)l 




X:<C KQO 27962031 
RAND0M:*X/2796201 ENO RANDOM! 
REAL PROCEDURE LTC01), 6 
INTEGEH Oli 
BEGIN 
LT l.((MFt011tl)/Kt tal)«(-LN<R«NDOM(X))))..(l/<MFlan»l))> 6 
END OF LT» 
REAL PROCEDURE RTCUDi 6 
INTEGER 01: 
BEGIN 
RT l«((MRCUIl»l>/KK[al]*(-LN(RANOOM(X>>>>**U/(NR[el]»I>>l 6 
END OF RT» 
r.LTI9>«TI«E(21l 6 
READCINP620./.F0R « l « l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO K F I 8 D I 
"EAUCINP620./.F0R U l « l STEP I UNTIL N 00 MF(U) ) I 
*EAUUNP620. / .F0R H I " . STEP 1 UNTIL N DU K R I S ] ) ! 
"£A0CiNP6<?l)./.F0R U l » l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO MBlOlS. 
"EADUNP620./ .FOR U l ' l STEP 1 UNTIL S DO NKSRIBl) . 




m « o i 
TAELLER.sO, 
P3I y-^ 
FUR 0I«N»1 STEP 1 UNTIL N»M 00 A(0 ) l *OJ K^J 
FOR B i « l STEP 1 UNTIL M 00 
IF KANDOHtX) BE« O-FSCOJ) THEN 
A[9*NJI»1« 
>':JR U l » l STEP I UNTIL ?tN OU H H 2 [ B H " 2 * T > 
O 
YI»OI - 28 -
(UR a i » l STEP 1 UN 1IL N-S DO 
HHUaJ;= l .T (8 ) l 
FUR U'"l STEP 1 UN'IL N-S DO 
Hrt l [»*«l ) l=rtHltOWRTl01( 
FUR o>»i bTEP 1 ' I N T R S un 
BEGIN 
HMllN-StQll»HNHNRSBtl i l ]*LTCN-S»a)» 
Hm[2«N-S*0 ) I "HMI [N-S*0 ] *RT(N-S«a)> 
FNUS 
P H V l = H M H N * U I Bl"0» 
UHINI = N»H 
FOR ei»N+l STEP 1 UKT1L 2«N OD 
IF MMUal<V THEN 
HEGIN 
V I . H M K O U 
O I I N I ' S I 
FNOI 
KLI«0» 
IF V>T THEN 
BEGIN 
VI«T> 
K L I « 1 ! 
ENDI 
r, :»0! 
T U R ! » 1 I 
I F OHlN L E B ( Z « N - S B K ) THEN 
BEGIN 
NRI»OJ 
GU TO P 5 I 
END) 
FOR H l > l STEP 1 U N f l L S DO 
I F B H I N » N R S B [ H ] * N 
THEN BEGIN 
H S B t ' H I 
G I » I ; 
ENDI 
N R I = 0 » 
I F b » l AND 
HM1LN-S*HSB1> H H U U M I N 1 
THEN N R 1 « 1 I 
I F G » l ANIJ 
M H U N - S * H S 9 1 > H t l t a H I N - N ] 
AND 
H - l l [ N - S * H S B ] < H M l [ a « I N ] 
THEN NR1»2> 
I F G ' l ANO 
H N l I N - S t H S I K H M l r a M I N - N l 
THEN N R I » 3 t 
I F G»0 ANJ 
H H l C N H S 3 i v ) H I N * ? * N » S j ] < H M l [ a M l N ) 
ANO 
M H I ( N K S B [ a > « I N - ? » N « - S ] ] > H M l [ 8 H I N - N ) 
THEN >m:« ' l« 
I F G«U ANi) 
H " ) l t B H I N - 4 ] > H M l l M R S B t U H I N - 2 * N * S I l 
THEN N H I ' 5 1 
I F 0 " 0 
AND 
H H U N H S t t l J H I N - 2 « N * S ] ] > H H U 0 M I N ] 
THEN N R I » * ) 
I F NR«1 OR NR»2 THEN 
BEGIN V T R I G I ' V I 
V I ' H H l I g H I N - N H l . O f - 8 1 
END) 
IF NR«5 THEN 
BEGIN 







E N D ; 
I F NR»6 THEN - 29 -
BEGIN V O R I S O V I 
V I » H ' « i r . O M | N - N ] H . O « ' - ( l l 
F-iO; 
IF Y > T M . O S - 9 THEN GO TO P7» 
PS: 
FUR P l = l STEP 1 U N T I L N Do 
A l P ] > « 0 ) 
FOR H : « l STEP 1 U N T I L N 0 0 
I F H M l t H ] < V 
r i H ( H H 2 I H l < V AND H M 2 C H * N ] > V ) T H E N 
A l H ) l = i ; 
R : = O I 
IF 
( ' i l l ' l AND A t 2 1 » l J INPUT: SYSTEM f a i l u r e c o n d i t i o n s 
THEN H : = 1 > 
I F H = l THEN y l « J ! 
1 F ( N R " 1 OR NR»2 f]R NR«5 OR N R » 6 ) AND TUR«1 
THEN 
BEGIN 
V O V Q R I G i 
T J R I = 2 S 
GU TO P5> 
F N O ; 
I F KL=1 THEN GO TO P 6 I 
FUR : i ! = l STEP 1 U N T I L 2«N DO 
H H ? [ Q l : s H r i l t S ] l 
I F NH = 0 OH NR=3 OR NR»» OR NR«5 THEN 
BEGIN 
HH I t a « I N - N ] I « M H 1 [ U M I N ] * L T ( 0 H I N - N ) : 
H H l [ a n i N ] ! » H M l t 8 H I N - N ] t R T ( a M l N - N ) ; 
FNDI 
IF NR»1 THEN 
BEGIN 
H H l i a > U N - N ] l » H M l t N - S * H S 8 ] * L T C « H I N - N > l 
rtHliaMIN)i«HMlCOMIN-NI*RT(0HIN-N)) 
ENOi 
I t NR»? THEN 
HEGIN 
H r t l [ a H I N - N I I « H > ( l [ D H I N ) t L T ( O M l N - N ) l 
H « U OHlN ] I » H M 1 [ O N I N - N 1 * R T ( 0 M I N " N ) I 
FUR O I = N * I STEP i UNTIL N+M r,o A ( O H » O I 
FUR 8 i = l STEP 1 UNTIL M UO 
IF NANDI1HU) (.ED ( 1 - F S C 8 1 ) THEN 
A [ g « N i i a i ; 
F N O ; 
I F NR»6 THEN 
REG1N 
H H U a H I N - N ] | i H M l t N N S H l O M l N - ? « N + S I ) * L T ( 8 H I N - N ) l 
« M U O H I N ] l » H H l ! a M | N - N J + R T ( a H l N - N ) l 
FuR 0 I « N * 1 STEP 1 UNT IL N»H DO A t f l l l ' O I 
FDR 0 : = 1 STEP 1 U N T I L M 0 0 
I F RANOOM(X) GEO U - F S I G 1 ) THEN 
A[Q+M J : > l : 
FNU( 
P 6 I 
IF KL«0 THFN 
(i'j TO PJ 1 
IF M»] 
THEN (J!«D»l» 
IF T « l THEN F ' « E * 1 > 
ruELLERl-TAELLER+W 




























«i(ITE(f)UTH6?0i<"in»ERiE IW O I JT STOERRELSER">>! ^3j 
WKI TE (TUTK6Z0« <"•(«". J<1>.K)) 
WKI TElriUTP6?0.<"Ms", J I J > , M ) ) 




Hill TEtnUTp6?0.<Xl«»"K", XI 1 ,"H".X1?."K".X1 l ."M">) ; 
FOR U '» l STEP 1 UNTIL N UO 
« R I T E l 0 U T P 6 5 > 0 . < X 3 , J 3 « < 4 » E l l . 4 . X l . E 1 1 . 4 . X 2 . E l I . 4 « X l . E l l . 4 > . Q . K F [ t l J . " F [ U ] , 
WRITEC0UTt,620«<"0RlFTSK0MPnNENT"»X5."STANDBYKnMP0NENT">>> 
FUR Q««l STEP 1 UNlIL S 00 
«RITEU)UT?620><X4>U>X17M«>>NR5B[Q)>N-S»a)> 
»KlTElUUTPli20.<"FEJLSANOSYNL1SHEOEH">)l 
Fl)R O I« l STEP 1 (IN I IL H On 
WRITE CUUTP620»<"FSl"»J5p"]«1 , .E11.4>»»*N»FSto)>» 
«KlTE(OUTP620'<"T«">F12.2."TIMER">»T)l 
wHITE<OUTP620.<"F«"»J10>»F>) 
WpnE(OUTP620.<",HAX KJCRETIO I HlNUTTER«" «J8>.HAXTI0)» 
KhITEl0UTP620><"»«">Jb>>X0RI6)i 
Hf ITE(nuTP620.<"»ESULIATERI">)l 
*RITE(0UTP620»<"ANlAL KOERTE HOUTE CARLO FOHSOEG«".J10>»TAELLER)( 
WKlTE(OUTP620»<"PAALI0ELIGHEDEN AF SYSTEHET ER LIG MEB"»F15. 12>iR ) I 
NcnElOUTP62n»<"STANOAR0AFVIGELSE PAA P A A L I D E L I G H £ D E N » " . F 1 5 . 1 2 > t _ 
S»RT(h.<l -P) /TAELLER)>l (21} 
XRUE(OUTf6aOt<"«»AILAeiLlTY TIL TIDSPUNKTET T ER LIG RED".F 15.12>.6> I 
«RITlli]UTP620.<"ST«N0ARDAFVlGELSE PAA AVAILARILITY«"»X6iF I5 . I2> . /fjv 
SaRICl.«(l-G)/tAELLtH)); —i 




I INCLUDE "SA/141/SLUt" 3 
4P0P LIST 2 
FNO. 
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3. INPOT AND OUTPUT 
This chapter contains examples of input and the corresponding 
output for all four versions of the program. 
The input consists of two parts. One is the conditions of 
failure for the system. This part of the input must be inserted 
between two specially marked blanK cards in the program itself (see 
chapter 2,and it is always reproduced together with the output for 
control. In the present examples the failure conditions are shown 
in the corresponding listings of the program. In version 1, 2 and 
k the failure conditions correspond to a system with two components, 
one of which is a spare, having the system failure conditions that 
both components are failed, which must be expressed (see also the 
program listings) as follows: A (1) = 1 AND A C2) = 1 . In version 
3 the failure conditions correspond to a similar system but taking 
into account that the operator who carries out the switching between 
the units also has a probability of failure (= 0,4). In this case 
the failure conditions for the system are: A (l) = 1 AND (A (2) * 1 
OB A (3) = 1). 
The other part of the input are the data which are necessary 
to describe the analysis to be performed. 
It is important that the numbering of the units is in accor-
dance with the sequence.which is shown on fig. 11. 
All input data are format free. The output is shown from 
two calculations with version 3, one with approx. 1% accuracy and 
another with approx. 10$ accuracy. 
All constants used in the inputs and outputs are defined in 
the table on fig. 4. 
Underneath each output is - for comparison - presented the 
results of calculations on the same problem by other methods. 
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INPUT, VERSION 1: 
1) SYSTEM FAILDBE CONDITIONS: 
A O ) = 1 AND A (2) = 1 
2) DATA: 
2, 
12, 6, 1972, 
2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 
1.202 E - 03, 1.805 E-03, 
0.11*6, 0.11*6 
0, 0, 
5.0 E-03, 5.0 E-03, 
O, 
10, 1.0 E-08, 
1000, 10000, 3, 100001, 
Problem number 
Date 
N, N, S, SBK, ND 
Failure rates, hours for the N 
time dependent failures, in nat-
ural order, starting with unit no. 
1. 
Repair rates, hours for the 
time dependent failures for which 
the repair times are exponential-
ly distributed in natural order 
starting with unit no. 1 (see also 
section A5)> For units with gamma 
distributed repair times let the 
repair rate = 0. 
-1 
Repair rates, hours for the time 
dependent failures that are gamma 
distributed in natural order, 
starting with unit no. 1. For 
units with exponential repair times 
let the repair rate = O. 
The numbers of the units that cor-
respond to the standby units and 
listed in the same sequence. 
Failure probabilities for the M 
time independent failures (none 
in this problem). 
Increased failure rates, hours 
for the N time dependent failures 
in natural order starting with 
unit no. 1. 
Increased failure probabilities 
for the M time independent fail-
ures in natural order starting 
with unit no. N+1. 
DIFFSYS constants HO and EPS (see 
ref. 3). 
T, F, MAXTID, X, 
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OUTPDT, VERSION 1, ENGLISH TRANSLATION: 
AEK PROGRAM NO. 620 PROBLEM NO. 2 - 12/6-1972 
PROGRAM NO. 620A1 
TIME = 168.87 
Various input data: 
N = 2 
M = 0 
S = 1 
Number of standby-coupled components (SDK) = 2 
Number of time steps (ND) for the weighting factor = 5 
Failure rate in hours" 
FH (1) = 1.2O2OE-03 
FH (2) = 1.8050E-03 
Repair rates in hours" 
A) With exponential distribution 
YX (1) = 1.1*60E-01 
YX (2) = 1.1*60E-01 
B) With gamma distribution 
YG (1) = O.OOOOE 00 
YG (2) = O.OOOOE 00 
Operational unit Standby unit 
1 2 
Failure probabilities (for time independent failures, none in this 
problem). 
Corrected failure rates 
LNY (1) = 3.0000E-03 
LNY (2) = 3.0000E-03 
Corrected failure probabilities: 
Input for DIFFSYS: 
HO = 1.0000E 01 
EPS* 1.0000E-08 
LL = 381O 
T « 1000 hours 
F = 10000 (trials) 
- 3^ -
Max. computer time in minutes = 6 
X = 100001. 
Results: 
Number of Monte Carlo simulations, actually run: 10000 
Simulated reliability = 9.298OE-01 
Simulated availability at time T = 9.998OE-OI 
The reliability of the system is equal to 0.982721092982 
Standard deviation of the reliability = 0.0006288^3364 
Availability at time T is equal to 0.99995077231t1t 
Standard deviation of the availability = 0.000034805728 
With 95 percent confidence the failure probability of the syste 
is equal to 1.7279E-02 plus or minus 1.2577E-03. 
Result of a control calculation 
By a Markov analysis the failure probability of the system 
was found to be: 1.8l • 10 
OUTPUT, VERSION 1, ORIGINAL TEXT 
A.E.Ka PROGRAM SO.620 PROBLE« NO.2- 12/6.1972 
PROGRAM NO 620/V1 
TID« 16R.Br 




ANTAL STANDBYKOBLEDE KOMPONENTER«? 
ANTAL TIDSSTEP FOR VAESTFAKTORcS 
FEJLNYPPIGMEDER I TIMER.«(-1> 
FHtl]« 1.2020E-03 
FHE23« 1.80S0E-03 
R E P A R A T I O N S H Y P P I S N E O E R I TINER**(-1) 
A) MED EKSPONENTIEL FDRDELINGI 
YXI1J« 1.U60E-0I 
YKT21« 1.M60E-0I 
6) MED GAMMA FOROELINSI 
VGCM« O.OOOOE 00 







KORRIGEREDE F E J L S A N O S Y N L I G H E D E R I 
INPUT TIL O I F F S Y S I 





MAX KOERETID I HlNUTTER«6 
K«l 00001 
RESJLTATERl 
ANTAL KOERTE NONTE CARLO FORSOEGmlOOOO 
FINGERET PAALIDELIGriEO« 9.29B0E-O1 
FIN6ERET AVAILABILITY TIL TIDEN T« 9.9980E-01 
PAALIOELIGHEDEN AF SYSTEMET ER LTG MED 0i98272109?982 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA P A A L I D E L U H E O E N « 0.000628SA336« 
AVAILABILITY TIL TIDSPUNKTET T ER LIG NED 0,9999»0"23«« 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA AVAILABILITY« 0.00003«80S72« 
MED »5 PROCENT KONFIDENS ER SYSTEMETS FEJLSANDSYNLIGHED 




INPUT, VERSION 2: 
1) SYSTEM FAILURE CONDITIONS: 
A (1) = 1 AND A (2) = 1 
2) DATA: 
15, 
9, 6, 1972 





1000, 10000, 1, 100001, 
- Problem -number. 
Date. 
N, H, S, SBK, 
_1 
Failure rates, hours for the N 
time dependent failures in natural 
order, starting with unit no. 1. 
Hepair rates, hours- , for the N 
time dependent failures in natural 
order, starting with unit no. 1. 
(see also section A5). 
The numbers of the units that cor-
respond to the standby units and 
listed in the same sequence. 
Failure probabilities for the M 
time independent failures. 
T, F, MAXTID, X, 
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OUTPUT, VERSION 2, ENGLISH TRANSLATION: 
AEK PROGRAM NO. 620 PROBLEM NO. 15 - 9/6-1972 
PROGRAM NO. 620A2 
Various input data: 
N = 2 
M = 0 
S . 1 
Number of standby-coupled components = 2 
Failure rates in hours-
FH (1) = 1.2020E-03 
FH (2) = 1.8050E-03 
_1 
Repair rates in hours 
RH (1) = 1.llf60E-01 
HH (2) = 1.1"t60E-01 
Operational unit Standby unit 
1 2 
Failure probabilities (for time independent failures, none in this 
problem) 
T = 1000 hours 
F = 10000 
Max. computer time in minutes = 1 
X = 100001 
Results: 
Number of Monte Carlo trials, actually run = 8840 
The reliability of the system is equal to 0.983936651581! 
Standard deviation of the reliability • 0.001337135676 
Availability at time T is equal to 0.999886877828 
Standard deviation of availability = 0.000113115771* 
Time = Mt.89 
Result of a control calculation: 
By a Markov analysis the failure probability of the system 
was found to be: 1.81 -2 
OUTPUT, VERSION 2 , ORIGINAL TEXT 
A.E.K. PROGRAM Nn.62!) PROBLEM NO. IS- 9 /6 .197? 
PROGRAM NO 6?0'V? 
DIVERSE INPUT STDERRELSER 
N»? 
MaO 
S « l 
ANTAL STANDBYnOSLtDE K D H P O N E N I E R « ? 
FEJLHYPP1GHF<>ER I TI«E"o»<-l> 
FHtn« I.?O?OE"O3 
FHt!J« 1.B050E-0S 
R E P A R A T I O N S H Y P P I G H F D E R I T l M E N " f - l > 
R H t U « l . U o O E - 0 1 






MAX KOERETIO I MINUTTER«! 
»•100001 
RFSULTATERI 
ANTAL KOERTE MO^TE CARLO FORS0EG=BB»r> 
PAALIOELIGHEOEN AF SYSTEMET ER LiG MED 0.983936BS158« 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA P A A H D E L I G H E D E « « 0.00133713S676 
AVAILABILITY TiL TIDSPUNKTET I ER LIS "ED 0.999BBA«778?8 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA AVAllABILITY« 0.00011311577« 
TID* A4.B9 
PBOCES TIME = 1/5 SEC. 
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INPUT, VERSIOH }: 
T) SYSTEM FAILURE CONDITIONS: 
A O ) = 1 AND (A (2) = 1 OR 
2) DATA: 
27, 
9, 6, 1972 









1000, 1000000, 15, 100001, T, 
(3> = 1) 
Proble* number, 
Date, 
N, H, S, PS, SBK, ND, 
Failure rates, hours" for the N 
time dependent failures in natu-
ral order, starting with unit no. 
1. 
Repair rates, hours- for the N 
time dependent failures in natu-
ral order, starting with unit no. 
1 (see also section A3)-
The numbers of the units that cor-
respond to the standby units and 
listed in the sane sequence. 
Failure probabilities for the H 
time independent failures. 
Increased failure rates, hours" 
for the N tiae dependent failures 
in natural order, starting with 
unit no. 1. 
Increased (no increase in this 
cast*} failure probabilities for 
the N tiae independent failures 
in natural order, starting with 
unit no. H+1. 
DIFFSTS constants HO and EPS (see 
ref. 3). 
F, KAXTID, X, 
- ko -
OUTPUT, VEHSION 3, ENGLISH TRANSLATION: 
AEK PROGRAM NO. 620 PROBLEM NO. 27 - 9/6-1972 
PROGRAM NO. 620A5 
Time = 12.78 
Various input data 
N = 2 
M = 1 
S = 1 
PS= O 
Number of standby-coupled components CSBK) a 2 
Number of time steps for veighting factor = 5 
-1 
Failure rates in hours 
FH (1) = <t.3000E-09 
FH (2) = lt.3000E-09 
-1 
Repair rates in hours 
RH (1) = 1.0000E-10 
RH (2) = 1.C000E-10 
Operational unit Standby unit 
1 2 
Failure probabilities 
FS (3) = 't.OOOOE-OI 
Corrected failure rates: 
LNY (1)= 2.3000E-0't 
LNY (2)= 2.3000E-0't 
Corrected failure probabilities: 
FNY (3)= lt.0000E-01 
Input for DIFFSYS: 
HO = 1.0000E 01 
EPS= 1.0000E-08 
LL > 210 
T = 1000 hours 
F = 1000000 
Max. computer time in minutes - 13 
X = 100001 
- I»1 
Results: 
Number of Monte Carlo trials, actually run = 319097 
Simulated reliability = 9.0399E-01 
Simulated availability at time T = 9.0399E-01 
The reliability of the system is equal to O.99999828O597 
Standard deviation of the reliability = 0.0000000108^1 
Availability at time T is equal to 0.999998280597 
Standard deviation of the availability = 0.0000000108^1 
With 959S confidence the failure probability of the system is equal 
to 1.719^-06 plus or minus 2.1682E-08. 
Result of a control calculation: 
By a compound-event analysis the failure probability of the 
system was found to be: 1.72 • 10" . 
OUTPUT, VERSION 3 , ORIGINAL TEXT; HIGH ACCURACY 
A.E.K. »ROGRAM 10.6?« PRUBLE« NO.27- 9 / * . 1972 
PROGRAM NO ft?0'V> 
TID« 1 2 . 7 8 





ANTAL STANDRY^DBLFRTE KOMPONENTER*? 
ANTAL TIOSSTEP FOR V«EGTFAKT0R«5 
FEJLHYPPIGHEDER I TIMER»*(-1) 
FHtll" «.300DE"0» 
FHI21« H.3000E-0« 
REPARATIDNSHYPPlSHEOER I TIHER**f-l) 
RHtll« l.OOOOE-10 
RHI21« t.OOOOE-lO 









INPUT TIL DTFFSYSt 





MAX KOERETID I HTNUTTER'15 
X»100001 
RESULTATERI 
•NT»L KOFRTF MONTE CARLD FnRS0EG*319097 
FIN6ERFT PAALlDELTGHFD« 9.0399E-M 
FINGERET AVAILABILITY TIL TIDEN T« 9.0399F-01 
PAALIDELTGHEDEN AF SYSTEMET EH LTG MED 0.999998P8O597 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA PA A L I O E L T G H E D E * « 0.000000010841 
AVAILABILITY TlL TIDSPJNKTET T ER LIG MED 0.999998280597 
STANOARDAFVTGELSF »»» AVAILABILITY« 0.000000010841 
MED 95 PRDCENT KONFIDENS ER SYSTFMETS FEJLSANOSYNLIGHEO 
LIG MEO 1.7I91E-06PLUS MINUS 2.1682E-08 
PROCES TIME = 885 sec. 
OUTPUT, VERSION J, ORIGINAL TEXT; NORMAL ACCURACY •'" 
A.E.K. PROGRAM ND.620 PROBLEM N0.27- 8/6.1972 
PROGRAM NO 6'0'v3 
TID« 13.61 





ANTAL S T A N D B Y K O B L E D E KOMPONENTER«? 
ANTAL TIDSSTEP FnR VAEGTFAKTDR«5 
FEJLHYPPIGHEDER I TIMER*«(-1) 
PHIU« A.3000E-09 
FHI21« «.3000E"09 
REPARATIDNSHYPPlGHEDER I T I H E R » » ( - 1 ) 
RHIII« I.OOOOE-IO 
RHI21« 1.0000E"10 









INPUT TIL DIFFSySl 





MAX KOERETIO I MlNUTTER=l 
»•100001 
RESULTATERI 
ANTAL K3ERTE MO^TE CARLO FORSilEGsl 00"0 
FINGERET PAALIDELIGHED« 9.0320E-01 
EINGERET AVAILABILITY TIL TIDEN T« 9.0320F-01 
PAALIDEtlGHEDEN AF SYSTEMET ER LTG MED 0.99999629IS398 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA P A A L I O E L I G M E O E N S 0.00000006097« 
AVAILABILITY TlL TIdSPjNKTET T ER LIG MED 0.99999829*398 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA AVAILABILITY« 0. 000000060978 
NED 95 »RdCENT ^'WIDENS ER SYSTEMETS FEJLSANDSYNUGMED 
LIG MED 1.7036E-DSPLUS MINUS 1.21»6E"07 
PROCES TIME = iO sec. 
- V. -
INPUT, VERSION k: 
1) SYSTEM FAILURE CONDITIONS: 
A (1) = 1 AND A (2i = 1 
2) DATA: 
6, 
7, 12, 1971 







1000, 10000, 4, 100001, T, F, 
Problem number, 
Date, 
N, M, S, SBK, 
Weibull constants KF for the life-
time distributions of the N time 
uonendent failures in natural or-
dei. 
V'jibull constants MF for the life-
time distributions of the N time 
dependent failures in natural or-
der. 
Weibull constants KR for the re-
pairtime distributions of the N 
time dependent failures in natural 
order. 
Weibull constants MR for the re-
pairtime distributions of the N 
time dependent failures in natur-
al order. 
The numbers of the units that cor-
respond to the standby units and 
listed in the same sequence. 
Failure probabilities for the M 
time independent failures, 
MAXTID, X, 
- 45 -





Various input data: 
N = 2 
M = 0 
S = 1 






































Failure probabilities (for time-independent failures, none in this 
problem) 
T = 1000 hours 
F = 10000 (trials) 
Max. computer time in minutes = k 
X = 100001 
Results: 
Number of Monte Carlo trials, actually run = 10000 
The reliability of the system is equal to 0.98^0000000 
Standard deviation of the reliability = 0.00125^750971 
Availability at the time T is equal to 0.999900000001 
Standard deviation of the availability = 0.000099995000 
Time = 75i12 
Result of a control calculation 
By a Markov analysis the failure probability of the system 
was found to be: 1.8l • 10 - 2. 
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OUTPUT, VERSION 4, ORIGINAL TEXT -1" 
A.E.K. PROGRAM NO.620 PRtlULEM NO.6- 7/12.1971 
PROGRAM NO 620/V« 




ANTAL S T A N D B Y K O B L E D E K 0 M P U N E N T E R S 2 
•EIBULL PARAHETREI _ . 
KOMP.NR. LEVETIOSFUROELING R E P A R A T I O N S T I D S F O R O E L I N G 
K M K H 
1 1.2020E-03 O.OOOOE 00 1.1460E-O1 O.OOOOE 00 
2 1.8050E-03 O.OOOOE 00 1.1»60E-Ol O.OOOOE 00 





MAX K0ERE1I0 I MINUTTER«« 
X'100001 
RESULTATER! 
ANTAL KOERTE HONTt CARLO F(]RSUEG«1«000 
PAALIDELISHEDEN AF SYSTEMET ER LIG HEO 0.98*000000000 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA PAALIDELIGMEOEN« 0.00125*750971 
AVAILABILITY TIL TIDSPUNKTET T ER LIG MEO 0.999900000001 
STANDARDAFVIGELSE PAA AVAILABILITY« 0.000099995000 
TIO« 75.12 




The RELY 4 has been checked several times on a variety of 
systems for which the reliability and availability can be calcu-
lated by other methods. In all cases the results of the RELY 4 cal-
culations have proved to be correct within the statistical uncer-
tainties (see also the tests in section 2.3) > 
The methods that have been used for the checking have 
varied from case to case. As for simple parallel or series coupled 
components without repair the analytical expression for the relia-
bility of the system have been derived directly (see ref. l). For 
checking of calculations on standby systems either a Karkov process 
has been used (see section A 4.2) or a method called the Compound-
events approach (see ref. 1). In some cases calculations on more 
complicated systems have been verified by analytical methods by 
the Electronics dept. (ref. 6). 
From experience version 3 nas proved to be the most general-
ly applicable version and it gives the highest accuracy for a given 
computer time. Therefore it is also the most used and "debugged" of 
the four versions of RELY 4. 
In the sections 4.2-4.5 below are listed some of the most 
significant observations, that are peculiar to the individual ver-
sions of the program. 
4.2 Version 1 
Version 1 is the slowest of the two versions of the program 
that use importance sampling, due to the more tedious calculation 
of weighting factors (see the tests in section 2.3). 
4.3 Version 2 
This version uses direct simulation which is a very time 
consuming method as can be seen from the test in section 2.3* Ver-
sion 2 is therefore only applicable for systems with very few com-
ponents and relatively high failure rates. 
- <»8 -
kA Version 5 
This version gives the highest accuracy for a given computer 
tine and probleu. In order to obtain the highest accuracy the in-
creased failure rates (input data) should be selected so that the 
simulated reliability or availability which ever is being studied 
is > 0,9- The experience has shown that by doing so it has not 
been possible to detect errors in the results beyond the statisti-
cal uncertainties in any of the tests, and the statistical errors 
have in many cases been y% or less. Selection of the increased 
failure rates is kind of an art since it is also a question of ob-
taining a small statistical error of the result for a given numtar 
of trials, see section A 4.6. As an example of selection of in« 
creased failure rates see the test of version 3 in chapter 3« 
4.5 Version 4 
This version uses direct simulation and its use is therefore 
limited like version 2 as mentioned in section 4.3 above. Version 
4 can also handle systems with standby's but only with one 10096 
standby-unit in each standby-group. 
4.6 Future Work 
Future work on improvement of the program could for instance 
include following: incorporation into version 1 of the ability to 
handle 50# standby units, a change of version 3 to accommodate other 
distribution functions for the times to failure and repairtimes and 
an automatic evaluation of the necessary number of time steps (HD) 
for the weighting factors in version 1 and 3. 
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APPENDIX 
Basic concepts and theories 
A1 Definitions .of reliability and availability 
In this report reliability and availability is defined as 
follows in accordance with normal praxis: 
The reliability of a system is defined as the probability 
of obtaining a specified function of the system during an 
entire period of a specified length. 
] The availability of a system at a given time T, is defined 
J as the probability of obtaining a specified function of the 
system at the moment T. 
A2 Generation of random periods by the Monte Carlo technique 
The Monte Carlo technique is a method by which a stochastic 
phenomenon is simulated by means of an analogous random proces 
which behaves as much like the actual one as possible. 
The Monte Carlo simulation in BELT 4 starts with generation 
of pseudorandom numbers, x, between O and 1 with rectangular dis-
tribution. This is done by the real procedure RANDOM (X) which is 
described in ref. 2. The procedure works this way: 
1. Let C = 125 • X; 
2. Let X s C modulus 2796203, (= remainder from division 
of C by 2796203). 
3. Let Random (X) = X/2796203; 
X is an integer, which at the beginning of the program has 
been assigned a specified starting value. The procedure will 
cause the values X and Random (X) to attain a subsequent series of 
values in the intervals 0-2796203. and 0-1 respectively with a very 
nearby rectangular distribution function (see ref. 2). 
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Then the following substitution is made: t = t(x); 
It can be proved (see ref. 1 p. 7*0 that the distribution 
function of t will be h(t) given by 
h(t) = ||f| • f(x) CD. 
where 
f(x) is the distribution function of x, which in this case 
equals 1 constantly. 
By proper choice of the function f(x) the desired distribu-
tion function h(t) for t can be obtained at least in principle. 
Following three distribution functions are used in RELY k. 
1. Exponential distribution. This distribution function is 
used for both the time to failure and repair in version 2 and 3« 
The times to failure and repair are calculated by using the sub-
stitution 
* 4./ % In x t = t(x; = - -=•— ; 
•nu • J x v - L - t dx
 T -L-t 
This corresponds to X = e ; -TT- = - L • e , 
and from eq. ( I ) : h(t) = | | | j • f(x) = - L - e"1*'*; 
This means that t is exponentially distributed with a failure/re-
pair rate L. 
2. Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution is used for 
both times to failure and repair in version k. The following 
substitution is used 
t = t(x) = (fi-J-2- • (-In x))* 
K .M+1 
• t This gives X = e M + 1 
which means that 
h ( t ) =
 l o ^ l * 1 = K • tM • e" M~TT ' * + 
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This is a Veibull distribution function with the constants 
K and M. If one lets M = 0, then h(t) = K • e~kat, which means 
that version 4 can handle both Veibull and exponential distribu-
tion functions for the times to failure and repair. 
The times to failure and repair are calculated by the real 
procedures LT and RT respectively. 
3. Gamma distribution. The Gamma distribution is used for 
the times to repair in version 1, while the times to failure are 
exponentially distributed. However, version 1 is also able to 
use exponentially distributed times to repair for any of the com-
ponents, if desired} see chapter J. The times to repair are 
calculated as: 
ln(x.) ln(r-) ln(x,) 
t - J £ —2— (IT) 
Z
 E B R U 1 ' 
where x_, x_ and x, are subsequent numbers of RANDOM (X), gen-
erated by the real procedure RANDOM (X). As seen from the for-
mula II, t is a sun of three exponentially distributed times with 
the repair rate R. According to ref. 1 p. 51* t is then Gamma 
distributed with the distribution function 
h(t) = £ • t2 • e-S-\ 
A3 Direct Simulation 
Direct simulation is a simulation method by which all 
failure rates, repair rates and failure probabilities have the 
original values. 
The accuracy of the method increases with the number of 
trials, but the method has the disadvantage that the required 
computation time for a given accuracy of the results increases 
tremendously, when the failure rates decrease or the number of 
units increases-
Even for small systems with less than ten components the 
computation time easily becomes prohibitive. 
Following expression for the standard deviation, o-, of 
the reliability, R, determined by the direct simulation Honte 
Carlo method is derived in ref. 1 p* 507-8: 
=v/npn. where N is the total number of trials. 
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kk Importance Sampling 
The principal idea in importance sampling is to concentrate 
the distribution of simulated system failure probability to the 
area of most importance: near the correct value. By direct simu-
lation the system failure probability is being approached as an 
average of very frequent O's (in trials with no system failure) 
and very seldom V s , (in trials with system failure) see ref. 9-
The app oach used in this program corresponds to the one 
which is outlined in ref. 5 p. 293* The Monte Carlo simulation is 
made on the basis of increased failure rates with a subsequent cor-
rection of the failure probability of the system by multiplication 
with a weighting factor. This way a given number of Monte Carlo 
trials will cause a relatively high number of concentrated weighted 
estimates of the probability of system failure. Thus the reliabili-




 H I G and Pj. B I Q denote the probability that compo-
nent no. N is in the operating and failed condition respectively at 
the time of observation based upon the original failure rates and 
OP FAIL 
P»r Tvnn an(* P« rmnn the corresponding figures with increased fail-Pi ,IHLK. N , inUlf 
ure rates. 
The weighting factor, W, that corrects the observed system 










all failed all operat. all f. all operat. 
units units units units 
pFAIL
 p0P 
where Vf = f A ° * I G CD and WQ= g p 0 R I G (II) are weighting factors 
PN,INCfi PN,INCR 
for the observed number of failed units and observed number of non-
failed units respectively. 
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By direct simulation the probabil i ty of system fai lure i s 
found a s 
FS = =— j where 
N F is the number of trials in which the system has failed and F is 
the total number of trials. 
By importance sampling FS is found as 
FS = j — * • , where w is the weighting factor above and 
y * 1 if the system has failed and y = o if the system is not 
failed. In other words in the final account of "failed" trials 
each of them counts as w "failed" trials, w being the correspond-
ing weighting factor as described above, in contradiction to direct 
simulation where each "failed" trial counts as 1 "failed" trial. 
The weighting factors are calculated as described in section 
A*».1, hk.2 and A^.3 below for three different categories of standby 
groups. 
The weighting factors for these groups are evaluated at a 
specified number (ND) of equidistant moments throughout the per-
iod of observation and are then stored in a matrix. After each 
Monte Carlo simulation the weighting factor corresponding to the 
actual situation and the moment which is nearest to the time of 
observation is picked from above mentioned matrix. 
In case the increased probability of system failure is so 
low that multiple failures of the system during the observed per-
iod appear very seldom the correction is adequate. 
A*».1 Weighting factor for Units without Standby 
The weighting factors for the units to which no standby 
units are assigned are found from the equations I and II above by 
inserting following expression for the availability A(t), at the 
time t, of a single unit (see ref. 1 p. 338) 
* m - T * L -(L+Y)-t,
 TT_ 
A(t) =
 TTT + TTT • e ; i " 
where T and L are the repair and failure rate resp.; This gives: 
1
 -
 A ( t V 0 H I O „ A(t)n.OBIG 
"
f = 1
 " *<tJN INCH W° " «"»Irø ' 
- 5<*-
Further 
1 - (v-Tf- + V-TT— • e O O ) 




°" V • ^ - • . - < w - t 
Notice:the figures for the repair rates are net increased. 
Indices 0 and I stand for original and increased respectively. 
A*f.2 Weighting Factor for Standby Units 
The weighting factor for standby units and their respective 
"operational units" are found by analysis of socalled Markov pro-
cesses. A Markov proces is a stochastic transition between the 
possible failed states of a system, assuming 1) that each transi-
tion occurs independently of all others, 2) that the probability of 
a transition from a state of n occurrencies (f. instance n failed 
units) to the state of n+1 occurrencies in time At is L-at, 3) 
that the transition probability of two or more occurrencies in time 
At is negligible (see ref. 1). 
A Markov proces can be described by a Markov graph showing 
the infinitesimal transitions between the various possible 
failure states of a system. Such graphs are valuable tools for 
calculation of the infinitesimal transition probabilities between 
all the possible states of a system, from which the differential 
equations governing the probabilities of being in each of the poss-
ible states as a function of time, can be deduced. 
This program can be used for systems incorporating a speci-
fied number of standby groups of following three different kinds: 
1. Each unit has one 100# capacity standby. 
2. Each unit has two 100# capacity standby's. 
3« Two out of three groups. 
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Fig. 5 through 8 shows the Markov graphs for the availabil-
ity of each of the above mentioned categories of standby units and 
fro« these figures following differential equations are found for 
each of the three kinds of standby groups. 
L and Y are the failure rate and repair rate, respectively 
and P(N) is the probability that the group is at state no. H at 
time t. 
1. (see fig. 6) 
P (1) = ¥1 
P (2) = Y2 
P (3) = 11 
P CO = L2 
2. (eee fig. 7) 
P (1) = 11 
P (2) = T2 
P (3) = 11 
P CO = Y2 
P (5) = 13 
P (6) = 12 
P (7) = Y1 
P (8) = L3 
£. (see fig. 8) 
P (1) = 11 
P (2) = L1 
P (3) = L2 
P CO = Y1 
P (5) = L2 
P (6) = L3 
P (7) = L2 
P (8) * L3 . 
• P(2) + Y2 • P(3) - L1 • Pd)j 
• PCO • L1 • P(1) - (I1+L2) . P(2); 
- PCO - Y2 . P(3)j 
• P(2) - (Y1+Y2) . P(<t); 
• P(2) + Y2 • P(3) • Y3 • PCO -
• P(5) + 13 • P(6) + L1 - P(1) -
• P(5) - Y2 - p(3) + Y3 • P(7); 
• P(7) «• Y1 . P(6) - 13 . P(<t); 
• P(8) • L2 • p(2) - (L3+I1+I2) 
• P(8) - (Y3+I1) • P(6); 
• P(8) - (Y2+Y3) • P(7); 
P(5) - (T1+Y2+Y3) • P(8)j 
P(2) + 12 • P(3) • Y3 • PCt) -
P(1) * Y2 • P(5) + Y3 • P(6) -
P(1) + Y1 • P(5) + Y3 • P(7) -
P(6) + Y2 • P(7) - (Y3+L1+L2) 
P(2) + L1 . P(3) + Y3 • P(8) -
P(2) + L1 • PCt) + Y2 • P(8) -
PCt) + L3 • P(3) • 11 • P(8) -
P(5) + L2 • P(6) • L1 • P(7) -
L1 • P(1); 
(L2+Y1) - P(2); 
• P(5); 
(L1+12) • P(1); 
(L2+I3+Y1) . P(2); 
(Y2 +L1+L3) • P(3) 
• PCt); 
(Y3+Y1+L2) • P(6)j 
(I3+Y1+L2) • P(6); 
(I3+Y2+L1) • P(7); 
(Y1+Y2+Y3) • P(8); 
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By integration of these differential equations from 0 to t, 
with the starting conditions that P(1) = 1 and all other P(N)'s = 
0 the probabilities P(H) are found. In this program the integra-
tion is carried out by the procedure DIFFSYS (ref. 3). 
The weighting factor for each group of units with a stand-
by is then found as 
P W 0 M Q . 
w
 " PTWT « where 
PtN)lNCH 
P(N) and H N ) ™ ™ are tne probabilities computed by the method 
above for the actual situation, which means at the actual time of 
observation and for the actual situation number N for the component 
group under consideration. Indices OfilG and INCfi mean that P(N) is 
calculated on the basic of the original and increased failure rates 
respectively. 
A4.3 Weighting Factor for Time Independent Failures 
The weighting factor w . for the time in 
is found by means of the following expression: 
""
 =
 || FSINCB ' l l 1 
where FS is the failure 
probability , 
The first multiplication is carried out for all time inde-
pendent failures in the failed condition, the last summation for 
all time independent failures in the non-failed condition at the 
moment of observation. 
Ak.k Weighting Factor for Units with Gamma- or exponentially 
Distributed Times to Repair (Version 1) 
As seen from section A2 the gamma distributed times to re-
pair in version 1 of the program are generated as a sum of three 
exponentially distributed times. 
The weighting factors are found by a Markov model; the Mar-
kov graph is shewn on fig. 9. As seen the gamma distributed time 
to repair is simulated by introducing two intermediate dummy 
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states 2 and 3 each with an exponentially distributed time to re-
pair. The graph is made in such a way that it can incorporate both 
gamma and exponentially distributed times to repair. For gamma 
distributed repair times Y1 = 0, for exponential 12 = 0. 
The differential equations for the Markov proces are: 
P (1) = Y1 • P(2) + 12 • P<*0 - L1 • F(l); 
P (2) = L1 - P(1) - (Y1+Y2) • P(2); 
P (3) = Y2 (P(2) - P(3)); 
P W = Y2 (P(3) - P(*0); 
The differential equations are integrated from t = 0 till 
t = t, time of observation, applying the starting conditions: 
P(1) = 1, P(2) = P(3) = P(*0 = 0; 
The integration is made by the procedure DIFFSYS. 
The weighting factor for each unit is then calculated as: 
TT P ( 1 )0MG TTP(2)0RIG 
"
 =
 I |P(1,IMCB ' I l 5 7 2 ^ 
all operating all failed 
units units 
A*f.5 Weighting Factor for Units with a Single Standby Unit and 
Times to Repair with a Gamma- or Exponential Distribution 
(Program Version 1) 
The weighting factors for standby groups in version 1 of 
the program are calculated by a Markov model in a similar way as the 
weighting factors for single components in section kh,k above. The 
times to repair can have either a gamma- or exponential distribu-
tion function. Version 1 of the program can only handle systems, 
where the standby groups consist of one operational unit and one 
100$ capacity standby unit. 
The Markov graph for the standby groups in version 1 is 
shown on fig. 10. 
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The ifferential equations, governing the Markov proces are: 
P (1) = IG1 • P(8) • Y1 • P(2) • YG2 . P(12) • 12 • P(3) - M • P O ) ; 
P (2) = YG2 • P(6) • Y2 • PCO • L1 • P(1) - (L2*Y1*YG1) • P(2); 
P (J) = YG1 • P(10) + Y1 . PC*) - (Y2+YG2) . P(J); 
P (W = L2 • P(2) - (Y1+YG1+Y2+YG2) • PC*) i 
P (5> = YG2 • (PCO - P(5)>, 
P (6) = YG2 • (P(5) - P(6)); 
P (7) = YG1 - (P(2) - P(7)); 
F (8) = YG1 • (P(7) - P(8)); 
P (9) = YG1 • (PCt) - P(9>>; 
P (10) = YG1 - (P(9) - P(10)); 
P (11) = YG2 • (P(3> - P(11)); 
P (12) = YG2 • (P(11) - P(12))i 
The differential equations are integrated fro« O to t, tine 
of observation. The starting conditions are P(1) - 1, 
P(2) = P(3) = P(12) = 0; the integration is made by 
means of the procedure DIFFSYS. 
The weighting factor for each standby group is calculated 
by the formula: 
PCN)0RIG w =
 P/M\ » where the symbols have the same meaning as 
in section Ak,2 above. 
A^.6 Standard Deviation of the Result in Version 1 and "} 
The probability of system failure by the importance sampling 
method ie as already described calculated as 
2_w • y 
•pa ell trials . FS = , where 
w is the resulting weighting factor, y = 1 in all trials with 
system failure, y = 0 in trials with no system failure, and F is 
the total number of Monte Carlo trials. 
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The standard deviation of FS is given by: 
o2 (FS) = <r2 ( S " / I) = f o-2 (w . y), (I) , 
since FS is the average value of w • y. 
Further, according to ref. 8 (p. 58): 
a2 (w . y) = E ((w . y)2) - <E (w • y)) 2 S LilU-ZL- _
 (r< 
E stands for the statistical designation "Expected value of". 
Equation I and 11 give following expression, by which the 
standard deviation of FS has been calculated: 
'(FS) 1 I / all trials 
A5 Calculation of the effective repair rate 
The value, T, to be used for the repair rate in the case 
of exponentially distributed repair times is found by following 
formula: 
I - ^ , where 
T = t + t,, and 
r d 
t is the average repair tine, the time that elapses between the 
observation and repair of a failure and t, is the average dead 
time, the average time between the occurance and observation of a 
failure, which is found by the formula: 
L(1-.-W) 
1 ( S ^ r for IX« 1); 
T is the tiae interval between tests (see ref. 8 p. 33). 
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Time of observation, V 
Fig. 3. The possible relative locations of times to failure and 
times to repair for a standby unit a, and the corresponding 
operational unit b. 
Signatures used: QA t situation number 
xxx: the unit is not failed 











FH (n) hours" 




HM1 (n) hours 
HM2 (n) hours 
DEFINITION 
Number of system failures 
since latest start of a Monte 
Carlo simulation 
Integer array, = 1 if unit no 
n is failed and = 0 if unit no. 
n is not failed 
B = 1 if the system is failed 
and B - 0 if the system is not 
failed at the moaent of obser-
vation 
Number of trials with system 
failures at time T, in version 
1 and 3-D is corrected for the 
increase in the failure rates 
Number of trials with system 
failure at time T, based upon 
increased failure rates (in 
version 1 and 3) 
Number of trials with system 
failure some time during per-
iod T, in version 1 and 3 cor-
rected for the increase in the 
failure rates 
Number of trials with system 
failure some time during per-
iod T, based upon increased 
failure rates 
DIFFSYS constant, see ref. 3 
Desired number of Monte Carlo 
trials 
Failure rate for unit no n 
Increased failure rate for 
unit no n 
Failure probability for time 
independent failure no n 
Availability of the system at 
time T 
DIFFSYS constant, see ref. 3 
For nSN: HH1 ( n)= Latest time 
to failure for component no n. 
For n>N: HM1 (n) = Latest 
time to repair for unit no n-N 
For n 5 N: HM2 (n) = Time to 
previous failure for component 
no. n. For n > N: HM2 (n) = 
time to previous repair for 
unit no. n-N. 
Fig. b. Definition of constants from the program, that are being 
used in the block diagrams in chapter 2 or in the input 
and output examples in chapter 3 
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Veifaull constant K for time to 
failure for unit no. n. 
If time of observation V 5 T 
then KL = 0, else KL = 1 
Veibull conetanc K for time to 
repair for unit no. n. 
Number of integration steps 
with the procedure DIFFSYS. 
Increased (corrected) failure 
rate for unit no. n. 
Max. procestime. Shortly be-
fore this tiae the simulation 
will be stopped and the final 
calculations will be made. 
Ueibull constant M for the 
time to failure for unit no. n. 
Veibull constant M for the time 
to repair for unit no. n. 
Number of tiae dependent fail-
ures. 
Number of time steps for the 
weighting factor, see section 
Ah. 
Situation number for standby 
units according to fig. 3-
Matrix for storage of weighting 
factor for the 50% standby 
groups. 
Number of 50% standby units. 
Number of the unit with the 
smallest time to repair, plus N 
Reliability of the system. 
Repair rate for unit no. n. 
Number of 100% standby units. 
Number of standby-coupled units 
(i.e. the standby units and the 
corresponding units). 


















YX (n) hours"1 
DEFINITION 
SIGMA2G is the standard devia-
tion of the availability at 
time T. 
SIGMA2R is the standard devia-
tion of the reliability of the 
system. 
Period of observation = test 
interval for the entire system. 
Number of Monte Carlo trials, 
that has actually been carried 
out. 
Time of observation = least 
time to repair. 
The total weighting factor 
(see section A*»). 
The weighting factor correspon-
ding to the first failure (AF = 
l) of the system in each Monte 
Carlo trial. 
Matrix for storage of weighting 
factors for the 100% standby 
groups. 
Starting number for X in the 
procedure RANDOM (X), see ref. 
2. 
Y = 1 if the system has failed 
once or mord during the entire 
period of observation else Y s 
0. 
YG (n) = (-g-) for gamma distri-
buted timePto repair for unit 
no. n (a s 2) in version 1. 
Repair rate for unit no. n with 
exponential distribution in 
version 1. 
Fig. k (continued) 
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state numbers, used in the program 
unit numbers 
unit in failed state 
failure rate 
repair rate 
letter on line (b): number of the unit undergoing the transition 
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Fig. 6. Markov graph for the availability of a unit, 1, 
single standby, 2. 
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Fig. 7. Markov graph for the availability of a group consisting 
of one unit, 1, with two standby units, 2 and 3. 
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Kig. 8. Markov graph for the availability of a two-out-of-three 





L 1 Y 
2 
T 
Fig. 9. Markov graph for the availability of a single unit with 
gamma (Y1 = 0 , Y2 + 0) or exponentially (Y1 * 0, Y2 = 0) 
distributed time to repair. 
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Fig,10, Markov graph for the availability of a unit (1) with a 
single 100$ standby unit (2) with gamma (YX = 0, YG+0) 
or exponential (YX * 0, YG = 0) distribution of the 
times to repair. Both units have exponentially distri-
buted times to failure. 
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UNITNUMBEE 




































Signatures: 100% standby-coupling 
50% standby-coupling 
Fig. 11. Numbering of units 
